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ABSTRACT .•

I n the past two decades there have been i ncreas i 09 pressores· and
incentives for utilities to optimize their investments and operet.tons .

and to more adequat.elY justify plant expans ions � A. major aspect of the.
justi fi cation' and optimfzati on of system expanst on is' cost-benefit
assessment of power system' reli abil i ty. Power·. system .. rel tab; li ty.
assessment has been a tQpi c. of much research and is 1 n common usage by
most ut't l tt tes, . The 'assessment of power syst·� reliab11ityworth is an'··
area of more recent concernbut one where a fair degree of attention is .

focussed •. The melding of systetl1 reliability indices and worth, the.
application of reliabHty worth, is an area which' has received minimal'
attent i on and is add res sed as. the ina in emphas is of the thes is.

.

The ·thesis presents an overview of reliability worth data a'nd of'
power system reliabll ity assessment. C�nsiderations and problems asso ...

ciat'ed' 'with the application":of reliability' wo,rth 'are ,d,iscuss:ed ·for
.generation,composite and distri.butfon systems. The majority of studi'es
were found to have been performed in the 'area ·of generation relfabi11ty
optimization. The.. major and more -current ones are dis.cussed and com

pared. Major conclusions are that generation· reliability worth assess
ments result in rel at i v'e i ndi cators not abse 1 ute ones and that i nterrup
tion cost : data do not· adeQu�tely .

include the indirect effects· of
generation. type outages. Composite system reliability worth assessment .

.

is di scussed . with· the' concl us ton that appl i cat ion, . of' worth data
.

i s
presently difficult because of the immature state of compos+te r.eli�

. ab; 1 ity' assessment techniques •. " the' "COMR'EL'1 composHe 'reli abi 1 ity pro ..

gram is utilized in an example costing application. The thest s places >a
strong emphas";s on the application of' reliabi'lty worth in distribution
system studies •. Distribution. indices are fairly' absolute measures of
user re1iabi1ity�· .. Interrupt ton. cost data are most applicable in
di stri buti on system studt esv

.

.
A major contribution' of. the thes+s is the development of a probal-

tst tc simulation program which is used to obtain the.. probability distri
butions associated with the reliability indices and interruption costs
for simple radial distribution sy.stems. Distributions. for the Load·
Point Failure Rate, Outage Duration, and' Annual Interruption Time and

iv



·
.

for the SAlOl, SAIFI, and CAIDI indices are presented. It is found that
the use of the average outage duration to calculate int.erruption costs

can, in a significant number of cases, result in large errors as com-

pared with using the enti re duration di stribution. .

The use of the $/KWHR interruption cost coefficient form 1-5 com

pared with the duration specific $/KW form. An analytical technique for
constructing load point outage duration distributions is presented and
shown to be computationally efficient as compared to the use of simula-
tions. '. .' ".

.
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1 INTRODUCTION·

1.1 Determination of .Acceptable Power System Reliability Levels

Power. system planne.rs have always had. to consider the· question:

"How reliable. should this power ·system be bui.1t?" •. In the early years
. .

of power system development and consnruct ten, planners had only 'one tool'

to aid them. in answering:' . the'i.r professional. judgement,,'. As' systems

increased .tn size and complexity and as new 'constraints appeared,

planners came to' requ1 re add; tiona1 tools a 1 though. the. exerct se of

judgement continues to be the primary one •.

,An early approach to answeri ng that basic quest ton in generation

reliability planning was to maintain the' percentage"reserve capacity at

,a constant value (e.g. 15%)., Another early approach was' to ensure that

the reserve margi'n waS as large as the largest untt on: the system. In

.the 1930's, .p'l enners .began to consider the use of' probability. methods.

when planning the;:r generation capacity reqUirements., The .first signi ..

ficant co l l.ectton of. papers on the use of this tool \,!as .pub l t shed in

1947 (1). Since then the use of probabiHty �thods .in the evaluation

of power system'. reliability, has. grown immensely and is now common

practice in 'generation plannjng (2) as well as transmission and distri-
.

'. buti on pl annihg (3, 1, 4).

Reliability e.valuation generally provtdes a measure of the ability.

of a .power ··system to provide an ad'equate· supply of ·electrical energy

(5). By providi.ng answers to the quest ton "How reliable is this powe"r

system?", reliability evaluation' still does not answer the. questton -of

how. reliable .the system should be. For example, the Loss' of Load
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Expectation .. (LOtE) . index has been the most popular generation. reli

ability. measure� Utilities have. most commonly used .1 days/year, or an
" .

equtve lent, as the, criterion for an acceptable LOLE target level. HQw-.,
. .

ever, this may not be aptimal and may never have been -optimaL. Indeed,

. many analysts conclude that in. general the .•1 day/year. criterion is.·

probably noteconomicallyjustiftable and should be reduced (6,7,8,9,'

10) •

.
I n the past two decades, increased act; vi ty of governments, pub1; c

.

uti 1 ity commi sst ons ,., co.nsumer g'roups ,.. and. envi rQnmental .

groups has

resulted tn a need for mo're adequate justi fi cation. by utU tt tes .for new'

. system. facilities. .SfmtJa.rily, for:. financial reasons, the utilities

'. themsel ves neve a greater·' incentive to' opt tnfze system expans ten and

,

.. operation.', Factors. underlying' these tendencies' are�

1) increases in energy. costs and conservat i on

2) high interest -rates'

,3) long regulatory and construction lead times for·"n1!w ,faci·l ities .

.

4) esca l at tnq construction costs'

5) . increased concern with environmentaL and social 'impacts

.6) load demand uncertainty.

fA major aspect .of this justification' and ept imt zat+on of' .system
. v' "--. .

expanston '1 s the'; assessment of worth or benefi t 'of power system rel i ....
... .

"'�.

'aM 1 ity as compared" with the costs of providi n9 the reliabi l tty (11))
As early as 1938, S.M. Dean cons; dared the assessment of rel i abil ity

worth. (12). He concluded that the ideal theoretical solution is to con

sider customer needs» complaints; and will ingness to pay fot rel i abil ity
.

but that this approach was, at that time' at least, not feasible due to
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the practical' problems in asking customers their willingness to p.ay.

Wi th the' except i on of some studi es in Europe, espect ally .: in Sweden (13, .

14), there waslittle published activityuntil a 1967 'lEE conference on

. the econont cs of the. secu rlty of .supp 1Y (-15). The pub 1 i cat ion. wh i ch

triggered widespread. interest in North America is a 1972 IEEE paper by

Shipley, Patton, and Denison (6). Surveys by an IEEE committee (16, 17).

and theoretical economic. studt es by.' Telson (7, 8) stimulated inter.est

further. A research. project performed by this author and others con

tains a comprehensiv.e hi bl i ography that·· annotates most .major publica ....

tions concerning power' system ·reliability worth' (18, 19, 20, 21). A

state-()f�.the-art overv;'ew .. was· also prepared .and forms the· basis of

Chapter"2 ·.of. this thesis.'.

1.2 •. Appl:t cations of Reliabil tty Worth.

The �in tnterest, of this thesis is. the application' of. reliability·'

worth. AS' suggested above, the primary reason for determining reli..;

ability worth is to enable the justification and optimizat10n of system

expansion. The main modes of·applying the'worth data are:

. 1) Specific worth date use-d' 'as input into specific expansions.

decisions, e.g., interruption cost data for the users on a load
. .

bus would be' used to decide whethe.r extra faci'lities should' be
.

.

added to enhance reliability' of that load bus •.

2) Standardized worth values used, as input into 'spec-ific expansion.

decfstons , e.g., it, is decided to use a certain value as the

worth of reliability for an users. This ncn-spec'i f.i c but con

s tstent value woul d be used in expansion deci st ons ..
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3) '. Worth· data used to. decide on 'some general policy for future

expansion but not used tn specific e.xpans·ion cectstons •. Reli

ability.worth data could be used. tc determine target or minimal.'
.

re 1 tabt l ity 1 eve15 for composite and di st ri bl,(t l gO loa� pofrt_!.s •.
. .

The dat.a could also be used 'to decide. on sp�cific' standards·

such as the use of one or two transformerS .indistributtori.sub-

station configurations •.

4) .'. Load shedding policies could be. economically o.ptlmized on the

basis of differing reliabtlity worth for different: user types.

This application will becoRle: increasingly attractive as' the

abi 1 tty to di scriminate between users . tncreeseswttn new dts

t rf but ton system techniques v
:

. .

5)
- Re'liabiltty worth information could aid in the mitiga.tion of

interrupti on' effects by mean-s other than system reli abil ; ty and'

thus reduce the overall costs of tnterrupt tons, e.g., emergency .."

measures organization· act tvtt tes could be increased ·-and . made·

more effective,. especially for the. larger scale interru-ptions ...

Before reliabiHty worth can' be usedrto det.ermine different ralt

abt 1 i ty 1 eve.ls and load shedd; n9 priori tf es for di fferent . types of uses;

-the controversy between equity .:and . economic effi'ciency must· be

addressed. One vi ew holds that tar.get i ng more load sheddi ng and lOwer

rel·i·ability for users with"lower reliability worth unfairly penalizes
. .

them.
'

For example; should a wealthy residential user experience higher

reliability than a poor. restdent tal-user-t
'

Should a compa.ny USing inter

ruption insensitive technology ..orbClck-up systems experience more· int(i!r-

rupti ons than ' users .who
.

have not guarded agai nst interrupti ons? Of
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·course the other view holds that the immense, savings poss.tble by pro-
'

viding differing levels (22) should not be ignored., One option :which is

increasingly feasible as. the new distribution; 'load, mana9ement, ,'and, '

"

bt-l.l iog systems evol Ve is to establ ish rate schedules convnensurate with
.

...
, ,

user reliability levels .and to provide user selectebte leVels, Of reli-

ability (18). Such an application co�ld be both equ.itable and economic-
, '

, "

ally efficient.' This topic of equity and efficiency will not' be '

addressed'tn detail in this, thesis but must be considered by utilities.

1.3, .Ihests Object; ves and, St,ructure :

The, maJority of the appli cations concerning worth, of rel iahUi ty
,

'
'

'involve three basic aspects: the' interruption cost data, the re.1iabil-

i ty i ndtcss , and, the. methodology. for. ,cdmbini ng .tne 'two in an, app 1 i ca ..

t i on., Ch'apter 2 "provi des an overvi ew of' ,interrupti on effects and 'costs

and the tecnntques. for determi ning rel i abtlity worth.' {!ha'pter., 3 ·

provides a, brief, introduction "to ge'neration and composite system

reliability while Chapter 4 tnt.reduces distri'bution system indices.

"

The ,bulk of 'attention on, power system rel iabil,ity worth and optimi-"

zation has been ,foct;lssed
'

on , the" generation system because of the,

advanced ,state of, the art', of g,ene rat ,; on system' 'rel i abi 1 i ty eva luat ion,,'
..'

..

and the' potentially large savings which could result' from optimizat'lon ,',

of generatfon reliability. Chapter 3 provides an ,overvfew of the more

major generati.on studies and attempts to '. outl ine 1 imitations and

probl ems ,with present techni ques., Composite' system reliability' worth

and optimization have been, vi rtua lly ,neg1 ected to. date because of the

immaturity of composite system reliability evaluation. Chapter' 3 also'
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discusses' the potential problems involved with the. application· of

reliability worth in composite system planning and briefly discusses an

example composite system reliability worth study performed using the

University of Saskatchewan .composite· rel iability program' "COMREL�
II. '

. .

.

Distribution system reliability worth, and optiinization has been

given a fair degree o·f attention because distribution reliability evatu

ation results in fairly" absolute measures of reliability and because the
. . . .

reliability indices and .interruPtion worth data are amenable to pro-

viding. relatively "good estimates of reliability worth.' Because of the

present d:ay···.appHc·abi 1 ity . in distributi·o.n' system pl anntng and -, the lack

,of detail ed .studt es, the thes is emphasiS is on di st"l",i �uti on system 're1i �

ability .worth. '. Chap.ter 4· discusses generally the appl tcat ton of relt

.. ability worth to distribution systems and related consideration's and
... .

problems. 'A potential' problem which is identifi'ed for the distribution

'system' ..appl ica:tion as well·· as." the generatio.n .and composite system appli

cation, is that' co'nventionally only the' average or expected value' of

indices are determined and considered •. Interruption costs often vary

nonlinearly with dur-at ton , Use of the index average, value can result in

large errors.
.

Knowledge, of the probability distributiOns associated

with the indices can be used to more' accurately estlrnat'e user frtte,rrup':'

t ion costs, to estimate. the error tnnerr'ent in. using' average. index

values, and to' mo.re .usefully ,app.ly t,he reliability measures themse,lVes� .'.

Chapter 5 describes a simulaticm program devised to obtain the average

values and related distributions for the reli-ability'measures and inter-

rupt+on costs of' radial. ·systems. The di str+but tons of load poi nt

indices', system' performance' indices, and interruption costs are
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presented. The tnterrupt ton costing·· errors ·resu1ting from· the use .of

average index values are investigated •. A simple an�lytical construction

technique is. presented whi en can. be used ·to ·obtai·n the Load Pot·nt

Duration distribution with only a small port ton of th,e.CPU time requir�d
.. by ·a. simulatfon .program.

I
\
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2 RELIABILITY WORTH ·DETERMINATION AND DATA

The objective of. this chapter is to provide some background con

cerning reliability worth data. The presentation in this chapter 1s

bas�d mainly on an overview prepared as part of a CEA research project

'with whi en the author was invo 1 ved (18, 20) �
. Some update has been

included.

2.1 Impac'ts of Interruptions
An 1nitia1 and necessary step in the determination of the costs of

interruptions is the understanding of the impacts, monetary and other-
.

wise, on. the customers. Instead of detailing the impacts, the review

characterizes them with th'e importance and the classification of the

impacts being emphasized.

The impact on a customer due to a cessation in the electrical

supply depends greatly on the customer, the type of customer (e.g.,

industrial or residential), what function the electricity perfonms

(e.s.; space heating, lighting, motor drive, or computers) � and on the

attitude of the customer. Also acting to determine the impacts are the

characteristics of the interruption: the time of day, week, or year,

the amount of advance warning, the frequency of occurrence, the physical

extent of the interruption, and others. Factors such as out.sl de

temperature or the occurrence of the interruption during special events

all affect the impact.

An interruption of an industrial customer could result in lost pro

duction, damaged equipment, spoilt materials,. poor quality flnal pro-
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duct, or health hazards. Comercia1 customers could suffer a loss tn

sales; damage to stock, or health hazards to employees and customers.'

Interruptions to public service and educational institutions could

result in loss of production, poor qua11ty service, or health hazards.

Emergency, and correcti ve agencies with interruption to thei r power t may

not be able to pe.rform their functions, resulting in a serious hazard to

the employees', public, or in' the case of retention fac1.lities, to the

i nmates. Hea,l�h instituti ons have many 1 ife savi ng functions critically

dependent on a continuous electric supply. Interruptions to residential

customers are' often thought to have negligible impact but long interrup-
. t ions can cause monetary losses such as food spoil age or damage due to

adverse temperatures;' for shorter interruptions the inconvenience caused

by loss of leisure time� food preparation and housekeeping capabilities

is significant. Myers (23, 24), Telson (7), and Corwin and Miles (25)

discuss these impacts in detail�

All the possible individual impacts cannot be considered, especial ..

1y in the context of power system planning, due' to the overwhelming

numbers and differences involved. A classification scheme must be

employed to allow for impacts to be considered in groups with similar

characteristics.

The most distinctive characteristic is whether the impact is a

direct or an indirect impact. D.irect impacts are those resulting frOIil

the cessation of supply while indirect ones. result from a response to

the cessation. Direct impacts can be further separated into economic

and social impacts. Direct economic impacts could be. lost production,.

food spoilage, and utility costs. Direct social impacts could be incon ..
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venience due to lack' of transportation, uncomfortable building tempera

tures, or loss of leisure time. Most direct impacts are relatively pre

dictable with the econoatc . effects being quantifiable in monetary terms.

Indirect impacts can be further divided into economic, social, and

organizati«;lna1 impacts.. Indirect economic effects are those that result

from the synergistic interplay between economic units (e.g., factory 8

product ion. bei,ng reduced. because factory A was interrupted yesterday)

and from other factors such as possible tendency for firms to relocate.

Indirect social impacts could include social disorder, rioting; or

vanda1i sm. In the New York 81 ackout of 1977 over 200 mi 11 i on dollars of

costs resulted from this impact alone. Organizational impacts include

the a1t.eration in plans and procedures of emergency organizations or of

o'rganizations affected by the interruption. A comprehensive analySis of

these and other possible categorizations and impacts ,1s contained in the

.
study of. the New York· blackout by' Corwi nand. Mi 1 es (25) • Another'

important indirect response is the long term adaptation of customers to

interruptions. As discussed by Myers (23, 24) and others, this adapta

tion would tend to, decrease the long term costs due to the mitigation of

·the impacts; however this adaptation involves a cost in redirected

resources and effort.

Of rect i'mpacts are re1 at i ve ly easy to determi ne and are con

sistent. Indirect economic and social impacts are much more difficult

to determine and are much less consistent. The blackout in New York in

1965 resulted in relati.vely little damage due to social disorder unlike

the 1977 one,. showing the inconsistency in these types of impacts•. In

spite of the· dtfficulties,. indirect and social impacts cannot be ignored
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as they can even be much. greater than the di rect ones (e.g. t the 1977

New York blackout· study (25) re.ported that the tndt rect costs were at

least 290 million dollars while the direct costs at le.ast 55 million

dollars) •

Knowledge of the fmpacts resulting from interruptions is necessary

to determine "the costs associated with unreliable power systems and to

detennine the most ·effective schemes to reduce and mitigate the

effects. The degree to which power systems should be made reliable must"

be compared against the effectiveness· of other means to reduce the

impacts. Direct impacts may be best reduced by improved system reli ..

ability while indirect effects may best be reduced by emergency measures

planning and preparation.

2.2 Oeterminationof the Customer Costs of Interruptions
Methods to detenni ne the custome.r costs of 1nterrupt ions are di s ..

cussed under the following headings. Surveys of customers are discussed

last for the sake of convenience.

1) Price of Electricity

2) Implicit Valuation of Reliability Used 1n the Past

3) Gross Economic Indices

4) Price Elasticity "

5) Customer Subsc.ri pt 1 on

. 6) Blackout Impact Studies

7) .Customer Surveys

-
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2.2.1 Price o,f Electricity
An intial response to the question of how much does an interruption

cost is that the loss equals the price of the electrical energy not

supplfed. This approach is not economically or practically sound

because the value of a product is not necessarily the price of the pro-

'duct. The product pr+ce itself depends on the available supply. In

that sense, since the supply ts non-existent during an interruption. an

alternate supply could be priced much higher than the normal price, if

one was avai lahle. A chemi cal, pl ant which loses a day's production of

product worth $100,000 for a 10 minute interruption would value the

electricity not supplied at much more than its nominal price of a few

dollars. A more reasonable approach would be to use the price of

electricity as a lower bound estimate of the cost (26).

2.2.2 Implicit Valuation of Reliability Used in the Past

This approach is based on the principal assumption that society and

individuals have determined, by meaRS of experience, acceptable levels

of reliability related to the cost of electricity and expenditure by the,

utilities. This empirical approach is based on a more general one

suggested for use iii the aetermination of social preferences by Starr

(27). In this approach the historical level of interruptions and the

historic expenditures on reliability are compared, yielding some esti

mate of the costs' per KWHR' unsuppl f ed, While data are available for

such a calculation, the approach suffers from two main problems:

1) histori c level s of reli abil ity may not have been optimally

established.,
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2) valuations change with. time, i.e., what wa� once acceptable may

no longer be acceptable.

2.2.3 Gross Economic Indices
.

.

Many attempts. at • determining the tnterrupt ton costs are. based on.
.

.
.' ..

'. .

the use of a ratio ·of gr·oss economic meas.ure (e .•g., GNP) and a .suitable

energy consumption to yield a figure (e.g;, $/KWHR); which is assumed to

be the cost of unsupplied.·energy during·;'ntertuptions. Shipley, et al.

(6) divided the USA GNP for 1967 by the total natiQna1'electrica1 energy

consumption. This estimate of $.60/KWHR· is multipl ied by the' est.imated
.

'. energy not . suppl i ed
.

due. to .
all system;' nterruptions . and compared wi.th··

the total expenditures -on . generation, transmtsston , and. d+str-tbut ton,

with the conclusion that the reli'ability is greater than .economically

justifiable. Telson (7,' 8) I considers the GNP'. divided by the non

residential energy. coasuspt+on to be an upper' beund: .for the costs.·

Telson also considers a more reasonable up�·r bound to be the wages paid .....

divi.ded by non-restdent tal :

ene.rgy consumption.··· For New York, .this

results in an ··estimate of $l.22/KWHR and for the USA $ .5,J/KWHR. Many

other studt es obtai n simi lar results when using the above approach or

other. inethods such as va lue addedlKWHR.·

Shipley's and Tel son+s application of the cost figures are funda

mentally different:· Shipley uses' statistics concerning the actual'

occurrences of interruptions for one year while Iel son uses the pre

dtcted occurrence of .trrterrupt tons in only the generation ·.system for a

number of years. B6th use the same approach in estimating the costs and

arrive at the same conclusion'; namely that present system reHability is'
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too high.
. .

The use of tnts approach is . supported by the following. arguments:

1) . Not all of the GNP would·cease during. an interruption.

2) Some product; on can be made up once the. supp ly is restored.

3) Res;geritial energy consumption contr; butes little economically

a,nd would .tend to.l ower the' average ·costlKWHR.

4) Interru.ption cost/KWHR increases with the duration of interrup-

tion. Since most interruptions are of short duration;· the

figures would be overestimate·s.

The studi�s recogrlize. that for some ·fi rms the ·loss could be greater

·

than that: assumed due to damaged· equipment· or spoiled' product. ,This
.

.

factor ·.i s assumed to be compensated for by the. above factors.

There is l ttt le evidence supporting the aS5umpti-on of a l tnear

relationship, bet�en . the gross, measures and energy not supplted, While

aggregating: .the cost over, many' customers within a regi:on will :tend .to

average oot the· variati ons alTK)ng customers, the GNP/KWHR
.

fi gure may not

be a good estimator of the true' average. The factors causing an over

est imate may not be equally .cospensated by the, fact ors caust ng under-

estimation • Th; s gross aggregati on .' is a di sadvantage . in" that the

· estimates .cennot be eppl ted-toa specific consumer type or. regi:on e .

. As · has .: been poi nted 'out. by. Samsa (28);· surveys of customer costs

indicate .that argument 4) listed .above concerning the increase in'costl

'KWHR with duration is erroneous: the costlKWHR tends to decrease with

·

duret+on •. Thus the GNP/KWHR estimates ·would underestimate the: cost.

An
.

inherent problem" with this.' approach is that gross. econoat c

· measures do not ·take into account ·indirect economic or social effects.
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these indices measure economic activity, they are not a comprehensfve or

adequate measure of societal valuation.

Another problem is that the cost/KWMR form itself may result in

error. This is discussed in detail in Section 5.6.

'2.2.4 Price Elasticitx
The use of average price elasticity of the demand for electricity

as a means to obtain the loss in consumer welfare due to interruptions

has been discussed by Myers (23), Higgins (29), Webb (26), Shew (30),

and others. This approach would result in an economically, sound

measurement of the costs, especi ally for residenti a1 consumers for whom

the cost is difficult to ascertain. The currently available estimates

of customer price, elasticity are, unfortunately inappropriate for this

purpose; they are for long run changes in the, customer demand rather

than the very short, tEmn needed in th:ese studies. The use of price

elasticities'does not take into account the unexpected nature of the

interruptions.

2.2.5 Customer Subscription
Nordin (31) suggests a scheme in which customers would subscribe

and pay for the amount of peak reserve capacity they deSire; during

capacity shortages these customers would have priority in being supplied

before non-subscribers. As discussed in the bibliography, this method

would not result tn C)ptimum reli abil ity choi Cas and is impract1 cal. The

concept of ,relying on customer actions and decisions as a means of com

municating their preferences and thus determining the target levels of
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supply reliability would be. attractive only if some acceptable and

practical· means. of doing so. could be devised.··. This concept is' similar.

to i.nsurance type schemes di scussed in the Swedi sh Custome.r Interruption .

. Cost survey repart· (14) and by Higgins of' Ontario Hydro in' personal

communication.' The· Swedes. found that ·customers we're not particularly.·

interested. in such a scheme.

2.2.6 Blackout· Impact Studies

The above approaches employ ind'irect means to determine the. costs·'

of interrupti ons •. A more di-rett .approach is to investigate the.: effects ..

'

of tnterrupt.tons ·that have actually occurred. ". In this. way assumptions

can ,be avoided.

An interruption whic.h has been studied most extenSively is the 1977

New . .York City blackout.· Two majo·r· invest.igations, (25·, 32) of the.
.

.'. .

effects' have been \Jndertaken .as. well as lesser
.
ones.

.
.

The' Lfbra.ry . of·

Congress study provid.es little information, relying heavily on secondary

sources and variations in gross bustness activity measures.' The study'

prepared by Corwin and Miles. provides· detailed information on the·

effects as well as .proposing�a Categprization scheme discussed earlier •.
'

.
.

These studies do not provide information·.whtth could be used to derive

..• an estimate of �the costs of· future tnterrupt'tons ,

A few' reports have' di scussed the effects' of other' bl ackouts but

have not provided. suitable interru.piion cost figures (30,. 33, 34, 35).

Studtes . into the' effe.cts of smaller ·interruptions such .

as. would, be

caused. by. d.iStri but ton out aqes'. have not been undertaken. due to the

difficulty of obtalning information' on the relatively small effects.
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Attempts to do so would resemble customer surveys. A set· of impact

studies by Jack Faucette Associates which use surveys will. be discussed

in the fo110wing.section (36, 37, 38).

Bla�kout impact studies can provtde qual itative information

necessary in the 'determination of the effects of interruptions. The

quantitative information is useful for the same reasons but does not

provide cost figures that can be used to estimate the costs of interrup

tions in general.

2.2.7 Customer Surveys

A less direct method to determine the costs of interruptions than a

blackout impact study is the survey of customers concerning their est l

mates of the impacts and thei r preferences. The surveys. have been of

three types, each enqui·ring of the customer one or more of the following·

aspects:

a) monetary losses sustained by the customer,.

b) customer willingness to pay for aversion of interruptions,

c) perceptions of the customers concerning the quality of life and·

environment as affected by interruptions.

The first two involve the determination of monetary estimates of

the impacts whi 1 e the thi rd a�tempt.s to determi ne non-monetary measures

of the quality of life.

The first extensive survey attempting to determine monetary esti

mates of the impacts is the Swedish survey in 1969 (14). Industrial

customers were surveyed di rect1y whi1 e estimates of the costs to res i ..

dentia1, commercial, and other sectors were determined by means of dis-
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cusstons with representative groups and worked examples.· Estimates were

reported as $IKW and $/KWHR for various durations of interruptions.

Residential costs were reportedto.be even greater than industrial costs

but this conclusion is dubious ·in the light of the different approaches

used for the two sectors.

In 1974 the IEEE sponsored a series of surveys (16) of. the costs of

interruptions to industrial plants in the USA and. Canada. Estimates were

reported as $/KW. peak demand and $/KWHR without any specific considera

tion of the duration of the interruption. The effect of frequency is

taken into account by the f;'rst fi,gure but cost is assumed to increase

in a linear fashion with duration. The times required to restart plants

after complete stoppage. was quite long (median of 4 hours). and the

critical durat ton �fore production would be seriously effected was very

. short (median of 10 .seconds) , The costs, restart t.imes, and critical

loss durations were reported to vary greatly between customers. Small

plants were reported to have greater cost than large plants.

More recent1y,
.

Qntario Hydro· has. carri ed out an extens i ve

.

seri es of surveys of the impacts of interruptions to·· the customer

sectors. large users, small industrial, agricultural,. retail comer

ctal , institutional, and office building customers were surveyed for

thei r losses incurred with, various durations of interruptions (39 -

46). The effect of time of day, week, and year, of advance warning� and

standby gene·ration was investigated. The surveys a1 so investi gated many

other characteristics qf the customers and their sensitivity to. inter

ruptions. The estimates were reported as $/KW peak demand as a function

of duration.
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A most significant conclusion is that the cost varied with

customer and with category by orders of magnitude. For th.is reason, the

customers are. further divided into subcategories based on their activity

and their usage of electricity. As the IEEE survey indicated, small

industrial costs were greater than large industri al costs. For short

and medium durations, the commercial costs were much lower.

The Ontario Hydro Large Users Survey report depicts the rate of

change of interruption cost with duration for large users. The cost

estimates saturate at approximately $.65/KWHR. This value is roughly

equivalent to the values for all customers aggregated, derived by uSe of

the gross economic indices. These results indicate that the assumption

made of the gross economic estimates being conservative is erroneous

.

since the cost/KWHR is greater for short interruptio.ns, not less. See

also Section 2.2.3 above.

Ontario Hydro has also surveyed the residential market to

obtain estimates of customer willingness to pay to avoid interruptiotis
. (40). The resultant estimates ($.03/KW for 1 hour interruptions) appear

to be quite low. Repeat surveys have resulted in similar results •. As

discussed in a CEA research report (lS, 19) these estimates may be

realistic but there are some factors which could have adversely affected

the val idity of the resul ts,

Munasinghe (47) presents a methodology for measuring residen

tial interruption willingness to pay and reports results of some inter

view surveys tn Brazil. The main cost is hypothesized to be the loss of

evening leisure time which was evaluated at the household earning rate.

Certain assumptions made in the approach apply to developing countries

-
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rather than developed countries such as Canada. Because of this and

other factors the results are not directly compatable.

B'havaraj u and 8i111 nton (48) poi.nt out that the present 1y

avai lab1e data derived' from surveys is only applicable to local random

interruptions rather than . large . wide scale ones; i.e •. distribution

rather than generation interruptions. The survey estimates do not take

into account indirect economic and social effects which would tend to be

sign·ificant for the large interruptions. The Ontario Hydro generation

expansion study. SEPR (10), takes this partially into account by using

macroeconomic models to determine indirect economic costs in addition to

the customer survey e.stimates of di rect effects.

General Public Utilities has surveyed customers to obtain their

psychol 09i ca 1 percept10n of the impact- of interrupt ions (.28). GPU I
S

intention was to correlate these results with sociological indicators of

the degree of wet1 being of the public but this may be impractical.

A set of impact studies that was performed by Jack Faucett

Associates has made a significant contribution to costing methodology

and .provtdes interruption cost estimates (36, 37, 38)� The metho<lology

uses as the measure of interruption cost the willi ngness-to-pay to avoid
.

the interruptions or rationing during capacity or energy shortage.s.

Users affected are grouped into four categori es: producers, employees,

consumers, and the general public. Surveys are used to e1 tctt the

information •. The effects of a natural gas shortage in the U.S.A. in

1976.. 77 and an electrical capacity shortage in Florida in 1978 are

studied. As is typical for case studies, the results cannot in general

be used to predict interruption costs because the results are limited to
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situations with the same set of characteristics as the one studied. The

methodo logy however can be uti 1 i zed ina more general· survey. The

questionnaires themselves would need to be drastica.lly revamped to put

them into a predictive setting· and to include a collection of scenarios.

A CEA research project th.at the author was extensively involved in.

developed a methodology and a set of questionnaires which were used to

perform an extenstve survey of users (18). Because of rate rel ated

hostilities and user suspicions. willingness ..to-pay was not used as the

main measure of interruption cost. It was decided that as in the

Ontario Hydro surveys. non-resid.ential users could adequately estimate

their losses without reference to rate increases. Residential users

could not provide a simple loss or worth estimate. A methodology·

re 1 ated to the costs
.

of act ions that res ident i a 1 users predi cted they
.

would take in preparation for interruptions was developed to estimate

costs. Rate related estimates were also utilized. Figure 2.1 depicts

cost estimates obtained for winter peak day interruptions. Table 2.1

presents the availabl1ity of Ontario Hydro and University of

Saskatchewan (CEA Research Project) data and questionnaires for a break-

down of all. user groups. The Ontario Hydro· and University of

Saskatchewan data tended to be in agreement with the notable exception

of the residential sector for which the University of Saskatchewan pro

ject resulted in significantly higher cost estimates.
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Figure �,l- Comparison of Sector Interruption Cost Estimates ($/KW)
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'!'able'· 2.1 �vailability of'tnter£y!?!:ion Cost Data
..

.. ManitobB HYdro
SIC �i.on. Applicable �licable

O�r Groups c.te<jodes .

G4RR .Cl) . Data Questionnaires'

Bulk - Large USers'· ·1200 (12.S',. Ditta not . o. of S.
directly ot
useable

.'

�idential 2999 (31.2\)' n, of S. o. of S.
at at

hariculture. - SIal.l farms .3-21 . 1000 (10.4') nO. data at
..... --------._ .. _-_ ... _ -_ ..... -- .. -- -_ .. __ .. . -.- - - - ....

.
- 1arge farms 3-21

. (>50 KVA). .'
..

123 (1.3\) . at at

o. ·of S.
"

Forestry and Mines' 31-99 220 (2.3\) n, of S.

Manufacturing .
101-399 1425 (14.8', CB Qf

ecnstruction .·401....21 ·86 (.9\) .no &ita U. of S " at
iJriustrial

· Whol.eSal.e 'Trade .. 602-'629
.

'130 (1.4\) no data U. of S. « at
; CICl'IIIIetcial .

·

�U 'riade «. Services ' 631-699 '
' 73S (7.7') O.of·S. u, of S.

. '
. 841-899 Qf CS

.
.

�1 Estate Cperators 737 66 (.7') CB . ·CR
Office Bldgs.

Transportation & Storage
. SOl-521 45S

CorrrIImication . 543-549 42
utilities 572-579 68 at at

·

Finance & 'Insurance 101-735 45 . Gov't. "
!'.duc&tion 801-809.' 309 �trial
Health and tfelfare 821-831 188
Public Administration 902-991 261

.

Sul>-total U68 (14.3\)
..

Misc:el.laneous 2SO no data no

ego Street Li9htinq, questionnaire
Cotta9es', urimetered (2.6')

'rotal 9602 (lOOt)
..
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3 GENERATION AND COMPOSITE SYSTEM RELIABILITY WORTH

In reliability studies the generation system is usually comprised

of the total generating capacity with no consideration of the· associated

transmission or -distribution facilities. The main exception to this

occurs in interconnected system studies wherein the tie line capacities

and avafIabt l tt tes are usually included. This includes situations such

as studies of the Manitoba system which must include the effect of the

HVDe ties in non-interconnected generation studies.

Transmission systems can be functionally divided into two cate

gories:. those including the actual generating facilities and those

which can be decoupled from ·generation facilities and treated as series,
.

parallel or simple networked configurations (5). The first category can

be designated as bulk power faciliti es and the problem of assessing the

adequacy of the combi ned generatlon and transmi ss i on elements desi gnated
.

as composite system adequacy evaluation (4). ·The second category can be

designated as sub-transmission facilities and in this thesis is con

sidered to be part of the distribution system. Studies of terminal

stations and substations can al so be considered to be part of the dis

tribution system except when they are studied as part of the. bulk power

transmission system in which case the study would be a composite system

study.

The next section considers the evaluation of generation and compo

site systems reliability. The following sections consider the applica

tion of reliabilty worth.
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3.'1 Generation and Composite Reliability Indices

Power system reliability can be considered to consist of two

aspects: system adequacy and system security. Adequacy is defined, as

relating to the existence of sufficient facilities within the system to

satisfy the. customer load demand while security is defined as relating

to the ability of the system to respond to disturbances within that

system (5). Reliability studies and indices have for the most part been

concerned wi th the stat i c aspect of power systems: system adequacy.

Probabilistic methods to assess system security have recently begun to

be developed but are still very much in their infancy. For this reason

the thesis only considers adequacy indices.

The present generation and composite re1iabi1ty indices are rela

tive rather than absolute measures of system reliability because they do

not s'u'fficiently and faithfully take into account factors such as system

security considerations, load uncertainty, reliability data df strfbu-.

tions and errors, and system complexity (5. 48). Because of the form

and the lack of completeness, the generation indices are more of a rela

tive and less an absolute measure than composite indices. The indices

do provi de an essent i a 1 and good i ndi cator of system adequacy vari at ion

with parameters of interest such as load growth or system capacity. The

1 ndi ces do not provi de, an absolute measure of the interruptions

associated with the generation and transmission systems and experienced

by the users.' Interruption costs calculated using these measures can

not then be absolute or even reliable measures.

In generation' studies. the system can be simply modelled as in

Fig. 3'.1.
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SYSTEM
LOAD

.. Figure ,.1 Generation System and Load

The basic approach is to form a generation capacity model and a

load model and· then combine them (4). The capacity model uses informa-

tion such as generation. unit capacities, outage rates, repair rates.

unit derating, maintenance outages, water flow or fuel availablli�y, and
. .

other factors to produce a generation capacity unavafl abil tty table or

model. The model of system load can take on the' form of peak curves,.

hourly load duration curves, or more dynamic Markovian type models. The

Loss of Load Expectation (LOLE), Loss of toad Probability (LOLP), and

the Loss of Energy Expectation (LOEE) i ndi ces are obtai ned by combi ni ng

the capacity outage table with the load curve. The Frequency and

Duration indi ces are obtai ned by combi ni ng
.

a frequency and probabi 1 ity

of outage capacity state table with a load model. Most utilities use

the LOLE and LOEt as the; r main generation indices and. only some

ut i li ti es supp1 ement. them wi th the f & D i nd ices. The LOLE and LOEE

lndi ces have the advantage of requi ri ng only a moderate amount of data

and computation and of being able to provide easily a measure of energy
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not suppl ted, Th� F &. 0 indices have the. advantage of provid,ing more

information concerni ng the systel:l1 reli abt l ity. Monte Carlo siroul ations

of the generation system are also performed and have the advantage or

more flexibility in modelling and of yielding mo·re· reliability ;'nf.orma-

·tion but· the ·diSadvantage of requiring a great.deal of computation •. The'

indices' can be summarized. as in Table 3.1'.(5):

Table 3.• 1 . Standard Techniques and Ind; ces.
for Generation Capacity Evaluation

Method

Loss ·of Load.Expe.ctat,ion (LOLE)
(I,.OS5 of Load Probab�i1ity LOLP .

is samet imes· used)
.

Indices'

Loss of Energy EXpectation (LOEE)·

Expected nUmQer of days (hours)
in the peri ad that the dai ly

.

peak load" (hourly load) exceeds
... the ava i 1 able- capac; ty.

Expected ·1 oad energy cu rta 11 ed
.

or not suppl i ed duri. ng the
.

des i gnated . pe·ri od ,

.

Expected frequency, probability.
and' du rat ion of '. di st ; net genera�·

.

ti on-1 oad margi'n states during
. the deSignated pef"i od •.

.

All of the. above i ndi ces plus
di-stri butional·lnformatian.

. ·Frequency .and Our·at.ion· (F':& 0)

Monte Carlo or Simulation

CompOSite geoeration ... transmission reliability assessment is a reia ..

tive.ly recent·phenomenon and is still'evolving into a mature technology
. .

.

(49 - 55). The main difference between· the'composite and.generat.ion;

techntques is that transmission 1 i ne -capactt i es and. unavailabi liti es are.

included in the coepos ite techniques'. Because simple continuity

modelling is inadequate some. form of transmission Hrre loading evalua

. ti on such. as load. flow ana lys is' is usually integral in the compos ite
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Criteria for acceptable bus. voltage Ievels,

selective load curtailmen.t, generati.on rescheduling, common mode out

ages,
.

and station or protection fal1ures are aspects of the present

techniques. Two main types of indices are computed:· system wide

) ndi ces .and bulk load poi nt i ndi ces •.

A set of techniques and computer program for perfonning composite

reliability assessment has been developed ae the University of

Saskatchewan (52, 53, 54, 55).· The program, "COMREL", simulates the

outage states of the combi ned generat i on and transmi ss i on system model

and performs an AC load flow analysis for each contingency. If the

loads cannot be supplied without overloading the lines, a decoupled line

overload alleviation. technique is used to determine a new generati.on

schedule and the need for shedding bus loads. Because the computational

requirements of considering multiple. outages for even small 'system
modelS is large, the program uses the Fast Decoupled Load Flow and

sparse matrb techniques for computational efficiency. While the

earlier versions of the program consider only sets of independent line

and generation outages, recent versions consider common mode and station

related outages in order to perform a more faithful simul ation o·f the

system and obviate the need to cOAsider more than second order

independent outages.

Indices have been calculated for medium sized practical configura

tions such as a 30 bus, 56 line model of the SPC system. The major

indices are listed in Table 3.2.
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Ta.ble 3.2

. Composite System Indices

Load Point Indices

Probability of Failure
Expected Frequency of Failure
Expected Duration of Failure
Expected Number of Voltage Violations
Expected Number of Load Curtailments
Expected Load Curtailed
Expected Energy Not Supplied

System Indices

Bulk Power Interruption Index (MW/MW�yr)
Bulk Power Energy Curtailment Index (MWhr/yr)
Bulk Power Supply Average MW Curtailment Index (MW/Disturbance)
Energy Index of Unreliability Including Transmission

.

Severity Index (System Minutes)

3.2 Generation System Reliability Worth

There are three basic .aspects to determining the worth of genera

tion system re1ability: the reliability indices, the interruption cost

data,. and the methodology for combining the two in an application. The

indices are discussed in the previous section while the cost data and

underlying theory are discussed in Chapter 2. This section discusses

the methodology associated with some of the more significant attempts

that have been made to assess generation reliability worth.
. .

A. general comment that applies to all the specific approaches is

that the presently available interruption cost data 1s less applicable

in generat.ion system studies than in distribution system studies (48).

Interruptions due to generation shortages tend to be widespread and of

long duration as opposed to distribution induced int.erruptions which are

more localized, random, and probably shorter duration. Large widespread

interruptions can result in a large amount of iodi rect effect which 1s

not adequately tn.cluded in the present cost data.
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One of the fi rst attempts to assess and compare power system reli

abl1i ty cost and worth 1 s the paper by Shi P 1ey, et a1. ( 6) and ; s not

strictly related to generation reliability becau.se it is concerned. with

the past hi stori ca1 re11 abil i ty performance of the entire system rather

than the predict&d reliability of. the generation system. It is included

because it initiated the public discussion on this topic. In it the

total energy-not-supplied in the USA is estimated from public records of

bulk supply di sturbances and an estimate that the unavailabi 1 ity of di s

tribution was four times that of the bulk system. This is multiplied by

an interruption cost estimate of $.60/KWHR and compared with the total

expenditures on generation, transmission, and distribution for that

year. The 'study concl uded that the reHabil i ty was. greater than'

economically justifiable. While interesting and provocative, this con

clusion cannot be readily accepted because of the admitted crudeness of

. the reliability estimate and the inadequacy of global estimates of

interruption cost which has already been discussed in Chapter 2�

Of the generation reliabilty indices, LOLE (and LOLP) is the most

widely used but unfortunateli it is often misapplied. While useful as a

relative indicator of adequacy, it is not related to the physical conse

quence of interrupti ens and should not be used to obtain even re 1 at i ve

predictions of the costs due to interruptions.

An -example of the mi suse of LOLP is a study of the power supply. i 0

New York by Kaufman (9). In it, LOLP and various assumptions' are used

in an attempt to calculate the system interruption costs for various

LOLP levels with the conclusion that the system is built too reliable.

Target LOLP levels and the judgement of utility engineers are used to
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est imate "the frequency t probabili ty t .

and magnitude ·of interruptions.

The resultant: KWHR�not ...supplied estimate has little valid basis •.
'

Tht s'.

.

estimate' is combi ned with' a global interruption cost' estimate (value

addedlKWHR). in a' rigorous. cost-benefit analysts.' The: 'conclusion' that·
>

••
• • •

.

the system: .ts built too reliable is also one that obviously cannot be .

trusted.

LOEE (and LOEP) i s another popula r index and .i t t as a measu re of

unsup'pliedenergy, bears more relationship than LOLP.does to the: ·inter

ruption impacts on users. It'does not givetne frequency or durattonof

interruptions and ts still very mUch a relative indicat·or of :adequacy.

This· index: cannot be used. for making an absolute. estimate. of tnterrup-
. .'

. . .
.

tion costs' but can be usedvtn conjunction··w·ith global $/KWHR data to'

obtain a relative indicator of costs. Again this . limitation is often ..

not recognited.· Te lson, 1n a much quoted publication ;(7) .stuetes . the

economics of power supply reliability" Like Kaufman, 'he concludes that

power systems are built much too. reliable. Telson uses a. Monte Carlo.

simulation program to study several optimi zed expansion plans of a.

syst� based on th.e New York Power Pool (NYPP)�
.

H.e der�ves·relation ..

ships between LOEP (loss .of Energy Probability), LOLP,' 'expansion costs ,

a.nd interrupt ion cost·s.
.

He concludes that for systems such as NY?P· the

economically optimum L9LP crfter+on is in the order of 100 days io'lO
. .

years' instead· of the conwnonly used 1 day in 1.0 years•. Samsa, in his

. excellent critique of Te.1son's study ; determines ·several technical and

assumptional errors'· (28). The co r"reCted' results. indicate that present··

generation system reli.ability 'is orily ten times greater than the optimum

instead of one hundred times. as the original results indicated. In.
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another study TeIson uses a sli ght1y di fferent approach
.

based on the

reduction of unsupp1 ied energy due to margi na1 additions of generating

capacity (8). Hi s conclusions are simi 1 ar to the ones obtained in his

earlier but corrected work. While both studies further the understand-

. ing of reliability optimization, they are limited by ultimately being

based on LOLP and global measures of interruption cost.

Shew also. estimates energy-not-supp1ied f.rom LOLP and uses global

interruption cost measures (30). A contribution of his work is the use

of an optimal mix of user rationing and lowered reserve levels to handle

situations of insufficient capacity.· This is a significnt step away

from the more crude 'approach of simply multiplying a $/KWHR factor with

the total energy-not-supp1ied •.. In operating a generation system, capa-

.

city shortages can be dealt with by a combination of many procedures,

each with its own associated effects 'and costs. Planned user rationing

and allowing lower reserve levels (and the consequent unplanned inter

ruptions) are two of these emergency operating p.rocedures.

A sophisticated approach involving LOLP and optimal expansion plans

is reported by Sanghvi et a1. (56,' 57) • System. re 1 i abi1 i ty is con

sidered to consist of peak and strategic reli ability. Peak. re1 i abl1 ity

is defined as the ability of a power system to meet peak load. strate

gic reliability is defined as the ability of the power system to with

stand uncertain extended disruptions such as fuel supply shortages or

unexpected load growths. Such a differentiation may prove useful but

the concepts associated with strategic reliability. can be incorporated

with the conventional . reliability indices.

Sanghvis" approach consists of a linear programming optimization
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mode 1· used . to choose' expans ion pl ans that. cost-effect i ve 1y. provi de

appropriate levels of strategic and peak reliability�' The probabiliti�s
of uncertainty factors such as ruel supply evat labt l tt tes and load

growth rates are explicit inputs, Capital � operat.tnq, and i nterrupt+on

costs are computed and Compared for· each ptan and .scenar+o, The least·

cost expansion. plan is· thus. determined� ..... Global. interruptfon . cost

estimates (S/KWHR) are used and -are adjusted to be a. non-linear functiOn·

of the ener9y-not�supplied. In .
each run of the program, the peak relt

abi 1 ity is not opt imt zed. but. is 1 iroited . to being no less . than an'

inputted constraint •. 'LOlP is not .cal cul ated ·for eech year,•. With a

IIbootstrap" technique, the changes in LOLP from one ·.year to the next are

estimated as, a function of changes tn .capacity and peak. load. While

such· an arrangement· has· a significant ·advantage of· relatively. low

computing··costs, there is Ioss of accuracy in the ,LOlP cal cul atton, .

.

The freqtrency and duration indices are more.physicallY significant

than LOlE or' LOEE- but are' still' re.lcltive' indi-cators of reliability.

Either global cost data ($/KWHR) or 'user-duration specific data can be
."

.
. ...

.
..

.

used 'in conjunct ton with these indices .•
-. The user-duration data 'seems

more appropriate, than the'$/KWHR data because information about expected

outage duration .ts available' and' many studies. have indicated that cost

is not lineari1y related to duration.'
.

Th�, appl fcat t on· of user-soectrt c data. is made somewhat di fficult by

the fact that in generation edequacy evaluation little information con-.
.. .' .

. cerning which custoeers are interrupted. is. avat labl e, ·Ofte'n it is

assumed .that customers are interrupted equally but :

a more' reasonable

approach is to determine the relative likelihoods from system history.
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There: have been many suggestions that utilities should make known

the priorities they .place on which classes of users ere shed, during.'.

periods of under capacity, and how these priorities are determined (7,
.

.

. .
.

11, 28, 58, 59, 60, 22 t 36; 37, 38). . These 'suggest ions mainly emphas i ze

that the use of interrupti on cost i nfdonation. to est.abHsh ,load shedding·

priorities: would result in an economtcally more· efficient ,operation, •

. However,· the "setting or priorities. would also need to· consider, non-

economi ca 1 factors such' as the : needs of· hospt ta 1 S·· and other i nst itu ..

t ionsv Another. consfderat'ion is .. that it .may be deemeQ inequitable. to
. .

shed res tdent.tal . loads iA favour of: industrial' oe commercial loads •.

.

Rate cdmpensaMon may be needed to ensure equitability. The eppl t cauton

of interruptioncost'data'''jn the determinatton·of load. shedding policies:

will become more: important in actual syst'enopenat tcn and in :reliability

· worth studies because .of the potentially large cost savings to society
·

that have ·be.en shown, to occur ·(22) •.

Another problem wf.th .. :t'he· application tn generation system studtes

'of presently: avai la'ble tnterruptf on cost dat:a is that. ihd; rect effects·

and costs tend to be .excluded. The i ndi rect costs can be many ti mes

greater" than the, di rect costs (18) but can and have been involved tn

system. studi es by the use of mac.roeconomi,c techni ques (10, 36, 37 t.. 38) •.

An excellent study' whkh uses F' &. O· indices was' performed by .

· Ontari 0 . Hydro' in a' 'comprehensive .' assessment -of its" gener.ati on . system·

expansion' plans (10).. .tnts study was an epp ltcatton of the 'practical

state of ,the art +n generation reliability assessment and an advance in
.

the state of the ar-t. of reliabi 1 ity worth. asse.ssment.,

The effect on the people and prov; nce of Ontari 0; and. Ontari 0 Hydro
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. of changes in load growth, nuc leer-coat capacity. mix, generating untt

size and amount of reserve generation capacity. is: investigated. The

effects studi ed include uti 1 tty fi nancing . requi rements, capital avai 1-

. ability, cost of elect.ric power, soctal-econontc effects and environmen- .

. tal effects. The costs of tnterruot tons to customers,' as determined
.

.

from a most extensive set of Ontario' Hydro surveys, is used to estimate

the impa.ct of interruptions.. ·Generation rel i ability is evaluated using.

the Frequency and Duration method with uncertainty. of load forecast and

equipment. addi tions includ.ed as. well · as many other .tactors, Intercon

nected. system. 'assistance is
.
not cons+aered, Although <transmission and

distribution. reliability. is. evaluated, and
'

.. incorporated .tn the costing"

procedure; variation in their reliability ts not considered ..

.

The amount of load: sheddi ng " (1 hour rotating cutoffs). and the·

amount of partial load reduct ton {trrterrupttble and managed load cut-.·

ting;: volta'se reduct.ton, voluntary industrial ·load reduction,' and volun .. ··

tary public load reduct ton) is evaluated as a function of target .. genera-··

t ton reserve .. levelS. The study. attempts' to deal with uncertainty iii

reserve by calcll1ating'theemergency measure frequency for the wor'st to

the best years in ten yearly increments.

The optimum bal anci n9
.

of
.

costs and. benef; ts of generation re1i aM 1-

i ty i ndi cates that the .target reserve level' coul d be' 3' to 7 percentage

poi nts less than the. present 30% result 1 ng from use of tne LOLP crt

'. terion of 1 day/2400. -. The total cost of. electricity, including inter

ruption costs , would' be reduced by as much as 2% if the reduced reserve

level were·used •

. A most significant conclusion for. the application of customer cost
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estimates is the relative lack. of sensitivity of the optimum reserve

level or the total system cost to variation in the cost estimates•. It

has been acknowledged that there is great uncertainty in the cost esti

mates; but that sens 1 t ivi ty studi es and the f1 atness of the total cost

curve in the optimum region prevents the uncertainty from significantly

decreasing the confidence in the results. As will be discussed later,

studies have shown that the flatness of the curve and sensitivity to

cost estimate errors varies with the type of system being studied (61).

The expected number of interruptions to customers is not deter

mined. The reliability assessment only corisidered the generation

system, separate from the transmission and di stri bution system. Thus,

customer load point reliability is n.ot assessed. The 1 hour rotating

load shedding scheme is only an approximation to actual system op.era

tion. The Frequency and Duration technique, while being the practical

state of the art is a relative measure not an absolute measure of reli

ability� It should be recognized that the use of generation adequacy

evaluation and interruption cost data yields estimates of system inter

ruption cost which, while quite useful, can only be assumed to be

reasonable.

In a book by Khatib (62), generatiori adequacy assessment, marginal

cost of rel i abi lity, and the margi nal worth of rel iabi lity are investi

gated. He employs F & D reliability techniques and $/KWHR interruption

cost estimates. A few' of his suggestions are of specific interest. One

is his attempt to include time of day variation in the reliability worth

assessment. As has been shown (18), his approach of using demand var'a

tion as an ind.icator of interruption cost variation is not a viable
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one. He develops the concept of a composite reliability index which can
. '.

.

#

be used to agg'regate interruptions of the generation system. with the

transmissions and distribution system in order to enable an efficient

optimization of the combined power system reliability. While such an

abil1ty would be extremely valuable, much research must first be per

formed into the equivalence of rel iability indi ces and interruption cost

measures for the different system levels and into appropriate agg.re

gating multipliers.

Recent interest in optimiZing the USA power system has stimulated

much research. One project sponsored by the National Electric Reliabil

ity Study developed and applied a procedure for use in power system

re1i abil i ty worth eva 1 uat ion (22). Important improvements· incorporated

1n this procedure are that the variation of interruption cost by

duration, user type. on peak and off peak part of the day, and season is

included 1n the cost estimation and that emergency operating procedures

(EOP) are modelled. Whereas the earlier approach of Shew (30) considers

two procedures: rationing and interruptions, this project by Poore, et

al. considered a broader and more comprehensive set of procedures •

.
The f1 rst step in the approach is to perform a fal rly conventional

calculation of the frequency and duration of the exact reserve marg.in

states for defi ned on and off peak peri ods in the day and for each

season. The modelling of the system can be as complex as is required

because the procedure is not limited to being performed by any particu

lar F & 0 program •. The utility must then compose a suitable list of EOP

and the antf'cipated load relief for each one. Table' 3.3 lists the EOP

used in the quoted study.

..
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Table 3.3 Emersency Operating Procedures Used in Poore's Study

Number
.

Procedure MW Relief

1
2
3
4.
5
6
7
8

Curtail nonessential utility system load
Industrial/public appeal for reduced consumption
5� system v.oltage reduction
Curtail interruptible contract load
Uti li ze customer generation not covered by contract
Generation increase to emergency full load
Obtain capacity from interconnected systems (interttes)
Load Interruption

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
A

A = Balance of defici ency •

The thi rd step is to determine the curtailment strategies in the

event that load interruptions are to take place. The priorities as to

which users are to be interrupted must be established. Also to be

determined is whether rolling blackouts are to be used and the asso

ciated durations. The fourth step is to detarmine the interruption cost

estimates or coefficient,s to be used for each EOP, each user class, each

season, and each on peak off peak day period. The 1 ast step is to com

pute the t·otal cost for the given set of conditions.

This technique was applied to four representative regions in the

USA. A major finding was that if the curtailment strategy was to give

preference to residential users and interrupt industrial or commercial
.

users, the calculated interruption costs approach the supply costs at

reserve margins just below 10�. However, if the curtailment strategy is

to interru·pt the users in an economically efficient fashion (ie. the low

cost residential users fi rst) , then the total interruption costs are

much lower. It was concluded . that cost effective interruption
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strategies have . great potential' for lowering the' societal' cost esse

ciated with the electrical supply system.

Decision Focus has developed under EPRI con-tract a methodology and
. .

.

computer program wtli ch estimates the cost to. consueers of i nter.ruptions

and utility rates as a funct ton of plann.ing reserve ma.rgin (63, -", 64,

61) •. This method' takes into. account 'uncertainty of demand,' plant addi

t ion 1 ead times, cost of .interru pt ions, and' envt ronmental . and
.

economic

.impacts of generating capacity additions •. These .studi es are. based on
.

the use of decfs ton trees in which the probabilities and customer lnter-
'

.. ruption cost coefficients are ass·;gned. by the util ities.· Syst.em teli-
.

.abi-Hty is not computed ana'lytically but obtained ·from simulations. :' The'
.

'. .

probabi 1 iti eS and costs of EOP are cal cul ated.. Beca�se only energy-not-·

supplied is calculated, the variation' in. inter-ruption cost due to fre

quency, 'duratio'n, or magnitude of j nterrupt.tcns must. be accounted for by

incorporatin'g interruption char-acter+st tcs into the system wide average·

interrupti on cost coe·ffi c i ent (,64)... The. program' ··was .
used. to . study the

generation expansi'on plans fo·r a number of· major USA utility service

areas. The studies found that ..
a 'major factor affect; ng the sensiti vity

of the optimum reserve to th� interruption cost estimates was the. rela-.

tive need for the utilities to replace obsol ete equipment.

Presently there appear to. be at least three maj:or . approaches avai l

ab 1 e whi eh ut t l i ties' can ut 11 i ze when invest i gat i 09 generation expansion

plans and' performing cost/benefit studies of· reliability, They are:'

Sanghvi's LOLP and ltnear programming'optimization program, -the nects ton

Focus Over/Under simulation· program,.. and Poore's Frequency and Duration

and EOP approach. A fourth approach .which could be used but does not
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appear to have been used for that purpose (57) is the Optimal Generation

Pl anni ng Program by General El ectri c (65).
.

Thi s approach is not di s ...

cussed here because it does not inherently include the calculation of

interruption costs.

Sanghvls' ap.proach attempts to perfonn an overall general optimi za

tion of the generati on system expansion and considers many factors such

as capital. operating, and interruption costs and uncertainty of

resource avail abil ity. While the program has the di stinct advantage of

being computationally efficient, it is of limited dependability because

o·f its use. of $/KWHR interruption cost coefficients and use of LOLP as a

reli abil ity measure.· His approach does not expl1 citly consider the

effects of EOP while the other two approaches do.

The Decision Focus Over/Under approach uses a somewhat more abso

lute prediction of reliability (based on simulations) and also considers

the effects of uncertainties. It does not perfonn. an optimization with
.

.

respect to resource mix and does not ad.equately incorporate the effects

of interruption characteristics such as frequency and duration.

Poore's approach uses as it's basis a more appropriate and more

absolute predictor of reliability (F & D) than the other two approaches

and incorporates fairly adequately the factors which effect interruption

cost (such as interrupt1.on duration or on peak/off peak times). This

approach is.. not presently avail able as part of a convenient package

which can be used by utilities to perfonn .an optimization study which

calculates capital and operating costs in addition to interruption

costs. Neither does it consider uncertainties such as of resource avail-

ability•. This approach can readily utilize a utility's present F & D
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reliabilty, assessment package.' and provide good estimators of interrup

tion costs as a' funotion of reserve margin.

3.3 CQmpostte Syst�1I1 Rel iability.Worth'

. Calculating interruption cost by combining. comp(lslte system indices
. .

with interrupt; on cost data.suffers' from much the' same problems as .in'

the generation.' case' exce.pt· th.at the rel i abn tty est·imat.es· can be. more

absolute becausenhe transmission liinitations·are -a lso included. Ioter-·

rupt ton cost estimates at composite system individual load points are

more reasoneble, The indic.es. are inore: closely related to the :actual.

phys 1 ca1 phenomena exper+enced by the users.• · By. focuss ing on i ndi vidual

'load points in'Steadof the' entire' system, the composition· of custoeers

which are shed du'ring an Interruptton is
.

more well defin� .•
.: Usua'l1y

compos i te . system" load' poi nts are'
.

comprised' of many" feeder' 1 i nes •. each
.

.

.

'. '. '.

with its ownset of customers � Thus. some uncertainty still exists as' to

. what types of custome·rs· wou 1 d be interrupted du r1 09 load shedd ;'og.

Either global $/KWHR'or user-duration specific·cost·factors ·can be

combined with the indices. Use·of 'the global factors ignores much .of

the physical situation. such as ·interruption duration and custome.r mix s .

,

. .

whi 1e applyi ng tiser-durati on specHi c data requi res ."nformation that may
.

not be available' (e.g�·' load· sheddi.ng ·cust.omer· nth). Any attempt '·to··

estimate costs however, stHl resul.ts in relative, me�sures because the.

composite adequacy indices are relative indicators not abse lute measures

.. '. of adequacy. '. Composite system secur tty must be considered in confunc-
. .

tion with adequacy to predf ct " the' ectual reliability; of a system.'
.

Presently however t composite system adequacy assessment is an immature



technology while security assessment is even less developed.

No publications or references could be found which indicate that
. .

there has been a significant study of the cost/benefit aspects of reli-

ability at the composite system· level. Shipley's paper (6) which was

diScussed in Section 3.2, did deal with the reliability of the combined
.

.

generation, transmission, and dist.ribution systems but did not make use

of predicted composite reliability measures. Ontario Hydro's SEPR study
. .

(10) did tncorporate transmission reliability as well as generation

reliability. in the interruption costing, but did not consider the

effects of varying transmission reliability as well as generation reli

ability •.

It has been suggested that Poore's approach (22) to .estimate inter

ruption cost using F & 0 reliability indices could be applied to th'e

composite system. A major problem is that this approach requires margin

state probabilities to determine EOP occurrences. Composite reliability

techntques based on simulation of the contingency states, load flows,

and alleviation of line overloads by load shedding do not readily yield

the requ.i red marg; n state probabi 1i tf es,

In order. to gain some practical. insight into the estimation of

interruption costs at the composite system level, it was decided that it

would be useful to utf l tze in an example costing application the compo

site reliability program "COMRElu which was developed at the University

of Saskatchewan (52). Because the reliability program is discussed

briefly in Section 3.1, and 1n detail elsewhere, only the interruption

costing aspects will be discussed here.

S;mi 1 ar to the generat ion re 11 abt 1i ty case, there are three bas i c



aspects' in. the det ermf nat tcn of composite reliability worth·.: The first.

the set of· reliability indices, was . obtained· for the: 30 bus, 56 line

model of· the SPC system ·which wa.s utilized in Medicherla's. devel:opment
work (52). .Because. the reli·abi lity p.rogram calculates .. indi ces .for· only. '.

one load 1 evel, .

ei ght runs were made: one each for· 100%,. 9S%;' 90%; 8�,'
. .

.
..

70%, 60%. 50%, and 40% of. the peak load;, The to.ta1 cost to run the, prO�

gram on an IBM 360 and to obtain full printouts for the fi rst and second

order '

independent outages' was. approximately $1,000 ... The resulting

int.e.rruption frequency. duration, and MW load curtailment average values

for each ·load pus and each load . Ievel were inputted into 'a costing pro
gram. -. Probabllitie:s .. for each load ·.level wer·e calculated from the SPC·

hourly load duration curve and input (.0008, .004� 0374, '

.•:1084, .• 2055,

.3140, .1973, and .f326.i"especthely with the' first value being for the .

peak. value) •. For eachlo.ad level,. load bus', and user type· the inte:rrup-
. .

.

.... .
.

.

tion cost was calculated fd"i":·the expected. MW··load cur-tall-ed. and inter-

ruption duration ·and the,,!' multiplied by the expected yearly interru'ption
.

'.

'. frequency. -. ·rhe expected interruption. frequency; duration, load' curtail-

ment, energy not supplied. and interruption cost :were ag.greg.ated using'

the load level probabilities to fO.rm yearly averages ..

The second-baste aspect is interruption cost data. Because data"

spec; fi c . to Saskatchewan.· was not. then aval1abl e, · Ontario Hydro and'

Swedish $/KW data' was used for the small industrial; commercial, insti-
..

.

tutional, residential, and eight large user sectors.

The third basic aspect 'is the methodology for c.ombining· the first

two aspects:' r'eliability indices 'and cost coefficients.' The first and

probably most difficult step is to form a model of' the load .types at
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each· bus. Discussions \'1ith .SPC indicated that SPC and a number 'of other.

utilities do not collect" and collate sufficient data to determine ade-.

quately the load composition at each bus. A further difficulty is that

some utiliti-es including SP,C'do not categodze customers by·the Standa'rd.··

Industrial.Classification system (SIC) but. by less specific, utility

untque definitions·•. ·This proved awkwa.rd be.cause . mOst interruption cost,

studies and. other data bases utilize. the, SIC scheme. What was, available.'.

was the. load data' and bus .Jocattons for twenty-six large users and the'

est:imated system peak loads .for. each general customer category.
. This

. .. .

data was supplemented by' information .. such as Statistics Canada data on

.

regional distributions of 'census populations,. retail establishment pay";
.

rolls, value added of.manufacturing production, and total energy use •.

The yearly 'Peak load for each user type at each load bus was est t

mated using the above infC1rmatlon and much JUdgement. .The two. largest

area.s of uncertat nty were the estimated di'ii 5io", of load'. between the

residential and .farm sectors at indi.vidual buses and the amount· of com ..

mer.cial .load 1n the larger centres.
.

.

To assess interrupt·; on costs for· an· enti re .year , the var·i at i on of

loads with time·' of year is", required. Except for the 'large users, vir,..
. . .

. tually no data for the Saskatchewan' loads was available. Although there

was some in�()rmation for several user types in Onta.rio and Alberta, .it .,.

was decided to assume. that all the user loads varied in . .p.roportion to'

the total system load •

.
To assess interruptiori costs when only part of the load at a bus is

.

shed, it· is necessary to know· whi ch feeders are to be shed and' the load

types on. these feeders. While the underfrequency load shedding schedule
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was available; the reeder user breakdown wa.s. not. The se lectton af load

type shed can drasticall� affect the resulting costs and could possibly'

beused to minimize. the interruption cost. Due .to the lack of. data .•. it

was 'assumed: that .a proportionate part of each user .load type on each bus.

would be shed,. ·The. result i·ng.· model. of. user load makeup and loed .shed-·

ding was crude but suffici ently real i stic for an example study •.
. .

. .

Table 3.4' contains the' input values af the interruption frequen-

cies •. Similar tables far the interruptian duratians (which ranged· fram

5.68' haurs to. 13.05 hours') andbus laad curtailment·.{8 MW to. 126.MW) are"

net presented i . ' Table 3.5 contains the: energy-no.t.;.suppl ied ·far each- load

level and bus calculated from the input frequenCies, durettons, and MW
.

curtailments •. 'While the values generally vary as One would expect. a .

few anona 1 i es exi st (eg. a 1 arger energy-nat.;.suppl i ed .value . far the 50'

Ioae- level than the.' 60' . load.: le.vel). This is due .to approximation
.

.

errors which occur when the··AC load flaw results in divergent solutions.

Table 3.•6 presents the interruption costs calculated for each user

type and load bus. One obvtous and yet interesting result is that due

to variation in cast coefficients w;'th user type, certain user. types

incurred disporpartionate amOunts af the total tnterrupt ton cost, ego .:
'

. The'steel 'sector costs. cOJi1prfse lL3% af the tatal casts 'but the steel

sectar portion of:the tatal expected energy-i1at"'supplied is anly 1.53%.

The interruption cast' result's' obtarned 'in this study are not repre

sentative af the: actual- 'costs to" the .SPC system because of' the

inadequacy of the reliability model, interruption cost data, bus laad

data, load variatian data, assumed load sheddin'g model, use of average
.

.

index values' as .' apposed to. the d1stri bution of va lues, and ather
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factors.

More advanced composite reliability techniques are requtred before

realistic cost estimates can be obtained.



Table 3.4 Load Point Interrupdon Frequency for Each Load Level

Load Level (% of Peak Load)

BUS 100r. 95% 90% 80� 70r. , 60% 50% 40r. . AVERAGE

3 2�0840 1.6570 ·1.4190 0.6260 0.3230 0.0390 0.2100 0.0210 0.2521
10 2.5200 .2.120'0 2.0100 .0 •.2800 0.0300.,0.0000 . 0 • 0000

.

0 • 000.0 0.1222
11 0.2400 0.2000 0;2000 .

0.2100 0.-1700 0.0200 0.0100·0.0100,0.0758
12 0.5500 0�6500 0.3300 0.1300 0.0800· 0.0800 1.7100 0.0300 0.4124

.

13 0.2100 0.4200 0.1700. 0.1,000 0.0800 . 0.0700. 1.7100 0.0300 0�3988
14 13.6800.11.�600 8.4600 '0.5800 0.1900

.

0·.1600 0.1700 0.1700 0.5818
15. 1 •.0000. 0.8600 0.7400 0.220Q· 0.2000 '0.1500 0.0000 0.0000 0.1440
16 4.0300 3.9900 3.9700 4.3800 0.0300:' 0.0100 0.0000 0.0100 0.6531'
17 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0300 0.0100 0.0200 0.0000' 0.0000 0.0116
18 0.4500 0.1300 0.1100 0.'0400

.

0.0100
.

0.0100 0.0000 0.0000 0.0145
19 0.4000 0.2600 0.2400. ().1600 0.1300 ·0.0100 0.00<)0 '. 0.0000 0.0575
22 0.3900 0.3100 0.2200 0.1600 0.1300 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0538
24 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0200 0.0000 "0.0000 0.0000 0.0000' 0.0022
25 0�0100 '. 0.0100 0.0100 0.0000 0.0000 '0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0004
26 3.1900 0.6400 0.4700 0.1700 0.1200 '0.0300 0.0200 0.0100 0.0805
27 3.9700 3.9600 3.9300 0.0700 0 .• 0300'

.

0.0100 0.0100 0.0100 0.1862
28 6.8300 4.6600 4.5900 4.5800 4.4800 .) 0.0800 0.0100 .' 0.0900 1.6519
29 0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0900 0.0500 .0.0100 0.0100 0.0400 0.0313
30 0.0500· 0.0400 0.0700

.

0.0500 0.0600 0.0400 0.1100 0.0400
.

0.0601
TOTAL 2.0840 1.6570 1.41.90 0 .• ,6260 0.3230. 0.0390 0.2100 0.0210 . 0.2521

�
.....
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Table 3.5 Annual Energy Not Supplied in MWHR

'" Load Level (% of Peak Load)

BUS 100X 95X 90X 80X .70X 60X 50" 4QX
.

AVERAGE'

''3 1011.3 757.5 456.7 21i.7 104.• 1 20.1 58.0 4.7 83.6
10 911.8 668.5 455.3 42.1 5.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 26.2
.11 139.0 130.1 124.3 112.7 32.0 5.2 3.1 .2.6." 26.6
12 279.6 258.4 144.3 54.7 31.0 21.1 437.4 6.2 112.7
13 95.5 152.5 71.0 44 •. 0 23.0 21.1 441.1 6.4 107.3
14 9656.7 6617.5 2732.8 535.7 269�3 206.6 134.3 30.5 345.�2
15 643.1 571.2 496.5 175.5 77.8 28.2 0.0

..
0.0 .65.2

16 1801.2 1705.0 1612.8 737.2 8.6 1.0 0.0 1.9 150.8
17 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 11.3 3.2 4.7 '0.0 0.0 3.4
18 82.0 32.8 33.3 25.5 4.4 4.1 0.0 0.0

..
6.4

19 29.7 20.5 . 18.3 -12.7 9.3 0.6 0.0 0.0·, 4.3':)") 105.8 80.7 67.2 52.2 15.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.8
�,

24 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.6 0 .• 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3.
25 1.3 1.2 1.2 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
26 1051.6 ·743.4 182.9 111.1

.

86.6 31.6 16.8 8.7 ".54.9
::!7 914.2 541.5 181.7 14.8 11.4 2.3 2.3 2.3 15.1'
28 2490.3 2208.4 .2078.4 1856.7 1261.0 19.7 ·2 • .4 19.6 .558.2'29 4�7 4 .. 2 3.3 . s .a ." 7.4 1.6 .- ·1.5 .. ;3 1

"

..
'

3 6..
' ....., .' ,·f.:·30 4.7' 3.0 17.0 19�9 21.0 " 10.2 21.4 7.5 15.6.TOTAL 19222.2 14496.5 8677.0 4027.4 1971.7 377.9 111-8.2 93.5 0.0

Thetotal energy not supplied is 1591.34 MWHR

.p-
00



Table 3.6 Load Point Interruptioll Cost in Tbousands of Dollars for Each User Type

Dser Typca

BUS IPL POT OIL STEEL CHEM REf' PAPER INS OILFLD INDUS COMMERC RES FARM TOTAL
3 0.00 0.0.0 0.00 0.00. ·0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 19.;U 14.94 18.68 11.43 21.29 85.66
10 0.03 0.00 0.00 ·0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0.0. 6.24 10..51 6.93 6.14 29.86
11 O�OO 3.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00. 0.00 0.00 6.80 .2.73 14.95 28.45
12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1�.44 0.00 0.00 11.31 0.00 39.52 22.28 11.�8 6.71 101.95
13 0.00 58·75 0.00 0.00 0.00 0..00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.78 4.30 1.30 13.29 86.42
14 0.24 0.00 0.00 210 •.55 1.53 5.09· 0.00 0.00 0.00 47.19 97.07 47.25 1.70 410.62
15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00. 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.08 26.04 23.92 11.87 71.91
16 0.73 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 34.31 24.44 17.43 67.82 144.73
17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.08 0.00 0.81 1.67 0.47 1.00 4.05
18 0.00 3.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.06 0.48 4.39
19 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.37 0.00 2.38 2.18
22 0.03 0..00 0.00 0.0.0. 0.0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.22 3.03 1.49 6.69 13.·46
24 .0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.12 0.01 0.24 0..,",0
25 0�00. 0.00 0.00. 0.00 0.00 0..0.0 0..00 0.00 0.00 0..00 0.02 0.00 0.04 0.06
26 0.00 7.97 0..00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.33 25.24 10.35 2.29 62.18
27 0.03 0.00 1.16 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.14 0.71 6.73 1.64 1.42 13.04
28 0.71 0.00 0.0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00. 0.00 0.00 245.74 358.55 42.72 128.98 776.60
29 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.13 0.76 0.48 0.87 2.70
30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.31 4.23 8.24 2.72 2.52 19.02
TOTAL 1.82 74.44 1.16 210.55 12.19 5.09 0.03 11.40 22.00 431.28 614.96 182.80. 290.58 0.00

The total annual interruption cost h $1.858.·270.00

�
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.4 DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM RELIABILITY WORTH

vYf Evaluation of reliability worth results in more realistic and

mea�fU1 estimates for distribution systems than for generation or

composite systems. This is because the distribution system is the part

of the power system which is ·the "closest" to the users and because dis

tribution reliabili.ty indices provide a fairly absolute measure of

·reliability.). .

.

.

. The evaluation of distribution system reliability is considered

fi rst , followed by the appl ication of rel1 abi 1 ity worth.

4.1 Distribution System Reliability Indices

The di stri but i on system is the part of the power system whi ch con

nects ind.ividua1 users' services to the generation and bulk transmission

systems. Subtransmi ssion ct rcuits, di stribution substations, primary

feeders, distribution transformers, secondary circuits,' and user con

nections all form different parts of the distribution system (66).

Because this section is only intended to provide an introduction to dis

tribution system reliability and a framework for the remaining dis

cussion, distribution systems will be simply dealt with as if they con

sisted only of feeders. Other publications provide a more general and

detailed presentation on distribution reliability (eg. 66, 61). This

presentation will still provide a suitable background for the discussion

on interruption costing because the reliability principles and indices

for the simple feeder system and the more complete distribution system

with substations and transformers are similar.
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Reliability assessment in distribution systems ts concerned with,

system performance at the customer end, ie. at the load points.' The
. . .. .

.
.

basic indices normally used to predict the reliability of a distribution

system. are:' Average Load Point Fallure Rate,' 'Average Load Poi ntOutage'

Duration, 'and Ave.rage Annual. Load. Point Outage' Time. ,The indices are.
.

. .
. .

calculated using component failure rates and repair times together with'
other system ·restorat ion' times. These i nd; ces are used to pregi ct

future system performance. Utilities a1s.o calculate service performance
.

.
.

indices to descr-ibe stettst tcel ly ·the past performance of. the. system •.

The most common' perJotmant:e. i ndi ces· - System Average Interruption

Duration Index .(SAlOl) , ..
, System Average Interru.ption Frequency Index.

(SAIFl), Customer Avera.ge Interrupt.ion 'Duration Index (CAIOl), 'Customer

Average Interruption Frequency Index' (CAlf!), Ayerage Service Avail

abi.lity Inde,<.·(ASAI) and others' (3) - can 'also be ca.lculateddirectly

from the' three basic:.predictlveindices�·
.

vAn example calcul at;·on of the reHab; 1 ity indices fo·r a radial dis- .'

t ri but i on system' is. presented for fi va sets of operating assumpti ons:

base case, base case with back-feed ,: back-fe.ed: with condtt.tonal load

transfer capability, base case -,with solidly connected laterals, and base

'. case with non-pertect .1 atera1 faul t . clear:ing •..The more. COllmon system

performance' indices are.· also calculated. These calculations· are

included to show that the perforinance statistics collected by CEA (such.'

as SAIFI, SAlOl and CAIOl).·can be eas'ily re lated to the standard reli-'

abt 1 ity eveluat ton indi ces , The foll owing chapter presents and compares

the results of Mont.e Carlo s·imulation studies for the sarite .system, which

is shown ; n Fi gure 4.1. .
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Figure 4.1 Manually SecUonal1zed. P:rl_ry Main

In thts base case config�ration.t all switches are' normally closed and

the customer load points At B, C are supplied from the primary main by

fused laterals. The feeder breaker and the substation supply bus are

assumed to be fully reliable. The individual component data obtained

from the history of simll ar components under simi lar conditions are as

follows.

O.lO'failure/circuit mile/year

3.0 ,hrs. average repai r time

0.25 failures/circuit mile/year

1.0 hrs. average repair time

Manual sectional1.zing time for any switching action = 0.5 hrs.

Primary main

Primary lateral

The simplest approach is to perform a failure modes and effect

analysis in a table form and utilize the basic equations:

failures/yr. (4.1)
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. (.4.2)

(4.3)

This procedure is shown tn Table 4 .• 1.

Table 4.1 Case 1 (Base Case) Calculatfons

Component
. Lo�d Poi nt A

.A r A r

Load POint B Load Point C
i\. r Ar

f/yr hrs hrs/yr f/yr hrs hr$/yr f/yr hrs hrs/yr
I

Primary Main
2 m section 0.2 3.0 0.6 0.2 3.0 0.6 0.2 3.0 0.6
3 m section 0.3 0.5 0.15 0.3 3.0 0.9 0.3 3.0 0.9
1 m section 0.1 0.5 0.05 0.1 0.5 0.05 0.1 3.0 0.3

Primary Lateral
3m section 0.75 1.0 0.75 .... .. ..

2m s.ection 0.5 1.0 0.5 ....

1m section .... 0.25 1.0 0.25
D'S' T:n' T:5! T.T T:'§O' 2.05 � 2.TI 'f:05'

Summa�izin9 the results.

Table 4.2 Case 1 Indices

A B C

A .. failures/year 1.35 1.1 0.85
r hours/failure 1.15 1.86 2.41
U ... hours/year 1.55 2.05 2.05

It can be seen that load potnt C, despite be'ing at the extremity of

the primary. main, has the lowest failure rate due to its relatively

short primary lateral. It has the longest average restoration time,.

however, due to the fact that all restoration is by repair rather than

by isolation of the faulted section and restoration by switching

action. In the case of load point A, any failures on the primary main
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other than on the initial 2 mile section involve restoration by switch

ing rather than by repair•. There are many configurations particularly

in rural locations which· have a topology similar to that shown in Figure

4.1. The results shown in Table 4.2 can be used to obtain the standard

perfonnance indices. Assume that there are 250, 100 and 50 customers

respectively at load points A, Band C, giving a total of 400 customers

in the system.

Annual Customer Interruptions =

(250)(1.35) + (lOO)(l.l) + (50){0.85) =. 490

System Average Interruption Frequency Index = SAIFI

= total number of customer interruptions (4-4)
total number of customers served

. SAIFI = 490 = 1.23
40'0'
-

Customer Interruption Duration =

(250)(l�55) + (100)(2.05) + (50)(2.05) = 695

SYstem Average Interruption Duration Index = SAlOl

= sum of customer interruption durations
.

tota1 number of customers served
.

SAlOl = 695 = 1.74
'wo
-

Customer Average Interruption Duration Index = CAIDI

= sum of customer interruption durations
total number of. customer interruptions

(4-6)

CAIDI = 695 = 1.4·2
4§0
-

Average Service Availability Index = ASAI

= customer hours of available service
customer hours demanded

(4-7)

ASAI . = (400l(8760� - 695 = 0.999802
.

400) ( 760).
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These calculated values can be compared with measured values or, if

available, with standard indices for the system to determine if the con

figuration shown in Figure 4.1 meets the system requirement.

It may a 1 so be poss i b 1 e to restore servi ce to thi s. system by back

feeding from another adjacent circuit. This configuration is shown in

Figure 4.2.
.

.

\. 2 miles
B

N.O.
Feeder
Breaker

2 miles 1 mile

.,. .3 miles.. A

Figure·4.2 ManuallY' Sectional1zed Primary Main with Alternate Supply

Table 4.3 shows the effect of this alternate supply on the cal

culated reliability indices using an average switching time of 1 hour

for the alternate supply.

Table 4.3 Case 2 Calculations

Load Point A Load Point B Load Point C
Component X r Xr X r Xr X r Xr

Primary Main
2 m section
3 m sect ton
1 m section

Primary Lateral
3m section
2m section
1m section

flyr hI's hrslyr f/yr hrs hrs/yr f/yr hrs hrs/xr
0.2 3.0 0.6 0.2
0.3 ·0.5 0.15 0.3
0.1 0.5 0.05 0.1

0.75 1.0 0.75

1.0 0.2
3.0 0.9
0.5 0.05

0.2
0.3
0.1

1.0
1.0
3.0

0.2
0.3
0.3

0.5 1.0 0.5
0.25 1.0 0.25

1.35 r:I5 1.55 1.1 1.5 I:65 0.85 1.24 1.05
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Summarizing the results.

Table 4.4 Case 2 Indices

A B C

.A - fai 1ures/year
.

1.35 1.1 0.85
r - hours/failure 1.15

.

1.5 1.24
U - 'hours/year 1.55 1.65 1.05

Overall configuration indices

SAIFI = 1.23
SAlOl = 1.51
CAIDI = 1.23
ASAI = 0.999827

It can be seen that the load point fai 1 ure rates are not affected

by the ability to backfeed from an alternate configuration. This will

apply in all cases in which the restoration of service is done manual

ly. If automat.ic switching is used and the customer outage time is con

sidered to. be so short that the event is not c1 assed as a failure then

the overall failure rate will be' reduced to a value closely related to

the primary lateral value. This assumes that the automatic sectionaliz-

1ng and service restoration has a high probability of successful opera

tion. The ability t.O backfeed has a pronounced effect on the
. length of

the interruption particularly for those customers at the extremities of

the primary main. This effect could be reduced considerably if the

ability to back feed is conditionally dependent upon the loading condi

tion in the alternate supply. The restoration times 1n Table 4.3 for

load potnts 8 and C can be modified to reflect the probability of being

able to supply these loads from the alternate supply. This 1s shown in

.

Table 4.5 using a transfer probability of 0.5.
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Table 4.5 Case 3 Calculations

Load Point A Load Point B Load Point C
Component X

. r Xr X r Xr A r Ar

f/yr hrs hrs/yr f/yr hrs hrs/yr f/yr hrs hrs/yr

Primary Main
2 m section 0.2 3.0 .0.6 0.2 2.0 0.4

.

0.2 2.0 0.4
·3 m section 0.3 0.5 0.15 0.3 3.0 0.9 0.3 2.0 0.6
1 m section 0.1 0.5 0.05 0.1 0.5 0.05 0.1 3.0 . 0.3

Primary Lateral
3m section 0.75 1.0 0.75
2m section 0.5 1.0 0.5 --

1m section 0.25 1.0 . 0.25
T:35" r:l5 1.55 rrr D>8 178'5" o.8S" � D'S'

Summarizing the results.

Table 4.6 Case 3 Indices

A B C

A - failures/year 1.35 1.1 0.85
r - hours/fai 1 ure 1.15 1.68 1.82
U - hours/year 1.55 1.85 1.55

Overall configuration indices

SAIFI = 1.23
SAlOl :I 1.63
CAIOI :I 1.33
ASAI :I 0.999814

The. average outage time at load points Band C is now somewhere

between the values given in Tables 4.2 and 4.4. In Table 4.2, the

system loads are non-transferable, in Table 4.4 they are transferable,

while Table 4.6 depicts a conditionally transferable situation. The

transfer capability tends to diminish with time as the load increases,

if ci rcuit modi fi cat 'Ions are not made to redi str'l bute the customer

requirements.
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It can be seen from the cases studied that the load point failure

rates are dependent upon the components exposed to. fai 1 ure and the

degree of automatic isolation of a failed component in the ·network •

. This effect can be easily seen in the network of Figure 4.1. If each

lateral is solidly connected to the primary main •. all load points will

have the same failure rate. as any fault will result in the feeder

breaker'tripp1ng� The analysis in this case is shown in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7 Case 4 Calculations

load Point A Load Point B Load Point C
Component A r Ar A r Ar A r ')J'

tu: hrs hrs/1.r fus hrs hrs/'t_r fus hrs hrs/'t_r

Primary Main
2 m section 0.2 3.0 0.6 0.2 3.0 0.6 0.2 3.0 ,0.6
3 m se.ction 0.3 0.5 0.15 0.3 3.0 0.9 0.3 3.0 0.9
1 m section 0.1 0.5 0.05 0.1 0.5 0.05

.

0.1 3.0 0.3

Primary Lateral
3m section 0.75 1.0 0.15 0.75 1.0 0.75 0.75 1.0 0.75
2m section 0.5 0.5 0.25. 0.5 1.0 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.5
1m section 0.25 0.5 0.125 0.25 0.5 0.125 0.25 1.0 0.25

2.10 0:92 1.93 2.IO T."39 2.93 r.ro Di 3:30

Summarizing the results.

Table 4.8 Case 4 Indices

A B· C

A - failures/year 2.10 2.10 2.10
r hours/failure 0.92 1.39 1.57
U - hours/year 1.93 2.93 3.30.

Overall configuration indices

SAtFI = 2.1.0
SAlOl = 2.35
CAICI = 1.12
ASAI = 0.999732
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The results shown 1n Table 4.8 illustrate the· effect on the load

point failure rates of increasing the exposure to failure of the overall

configuration. The results shown in Table 4.2 illustrate the effect of
.

perfect isolation arising. from a failure on a primary .lateral •.. The

probability assoc.i ated with successful i solation of a primary lateral

fault will depend upon the design of the protection co-ordination scheme

and on the.operation and maintenance of the scheme. Table 4.9 shows the

calculations for the case in which the probability of successful isola

tion of a primary lateral fault 1s 0.9.

Table 4.9 Case 5 Calculations

Load Point·A Load Point B Load Point C
Component A r Ar A r· Xr X r Xr

fas hrs hrs/'t.r tus hrs hrs/'t.r ftu: hrs hrs/'t.r

Primary Mai n
2 m section 0.2 3.0 0.6 0.2 3.0 0.6 0.2 3.0 0.6
3 m section 0.3 0.5 0.15 0.3 3.0 0.9 0.3 3.0 0.9
1 m section 0.1 0.5

.

0.05 0.1 0.5 0.05 0.1 3.0 0.3

Primary Lateral
3m section 0.75 1.0 0.75 0.075 0.5 0.0375 0.075·0.5 0.0375
2m section 0.05 0.5 0.025 0.5 1.0 0.5 0.05 O�S 0.025
1m section 0.025 0.5 0.0125 0.025 0.5 0.0125 0.25 1.0 0.25

1.425 1.1141.5875 1.20 r.15 2.10 0.975 2.1i 2.1125

Summarizing the results.

Table 4.10 Case 5 Indices

A B C

A - failures/year 1.425 1.20 0.975
r - hours/failure 1.114 1.75 2.17
U - hours/year 1.5875 2.10 2.1125

Overall configuration indices

SAIFI = 1.31
SAlOl = 1.78
CAIDI = 1.36
ASAI = 0.999797
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The results fo r each of th'e five ca.ses considered are shown in

Table 4.11.

Table 4.11 Sunnarl

�

1 2 3 4 5
-

Load Point A
'A f/yr 1.35 1.35 1.35. 2.10. 1.425
r hrs 1 ..15 1.15 1.15 0.92 1.114·
U hrs/yr 1.55 1.55 1.55 1.93 1.5875

Load Point B
Anyr 1.10 1.1 1.1 2.10 1.20
r hrs 1.86 1.5 1.68 . 1.39 1�75
U hrs/yr 2.05 1.65 1.85 2.93 2.10

Load Point C
Af/yr 0.85 0.85 .0.85 2.10 0.975
r'hrs 2.41 1.24 1.82 1.57 2.17
U hrs/yr 2.05 1.05 . 1.55 3.30 2.1125

Slstem Indices
SAIFI 1.23 1.23 1.23 2.10 1.31
SAlOl 1.74 1.51 1.63 2.35 1.78
CAIOI 1.42 1.23 1.33 1.12 1.36
ASAI 0.999802 0.999827 0.999814 0.999732 0.999797

Case 'Condition

1 Base case shown in Figure 4.1

2 System shown in Figure 4.2 alternate supply average swit
ching time of 1 hr.

3 . As in Case 2, condi.tional load transfer probability of
0.5.

4 As in Case 1, solidly connected laterals.

5 As in Case 1, probability of successful lateral fault
clearing = 0.9.
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·.4.'2 Application of Reliability Worth.

'. Assessment of the worth of reliability is most fe�sible when con-

.

sidering the distribution system. This. is particularily true of the
.

.

.

.: predictive reliability. tndtces , This is. less true of the h1stor;'cal

. performance' indi ces becau se: of their·· aggregated. and globa 1 natu re : whtch

tends to make th.em similar t.o .comp.osite system, reliability indices when

considering reliability worth •. However,·;f sufficient information 'con

cern; ng the number and types of users interrupted and the times of

interruption occurences .is col Iected, the perfOrlJl8nCe 'indices". can .be
....__ --.�

••• w

used wi th interrupt i on cost data to pravi de, the most· absol ute measure of'
-" _ .. _.-----

reliability worth ·of any of the tndtces,
.

.

.---.�.- .. - ... ....:-- .. '-

Because of the ': cost of

collecting and .coll ating. such deta; led data, it .ts unlikely such JiIe'asures,

will be obtained. Hencef.otth, . when discussing di.stri'but,i'on system

reliability worth,· this thesis, will be referring to ,.worth· measures

obtai ned from p'redicti ve indi ces.,··

A theoret; cal basis. for. calculating the user interruption cost

measure from the' load. ,point, indi.ces ·;s extremely . simple and

. straightforward. The
.

average yearly system interruption cost C' can' be

gi ven by the fo llOWln9 equat i on;

C = ci(rj) dij " j
i ,j (4-8)

. where:
.

c;(rj) = f nterruptfon ccstTn $/kW for duratiori rj
and user type ,II ill:

.

. � interruption duration in hours for load point IIjll .'

= 'demand tn ,kW for user type, IIi II, and load, .pot nt Ilj II'

=, number of 'fai lures .per year
..
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Assumptions contained in' thts
.

formulation' and. dffficulties' . in

applying the formula are dtscussed in sectton 4.3.
·

..This formula and'

variations of it have been used in many pubf f cat.tons concernin.g the

der+vatf on ·and appl tcabton of distribution system reliability worth.'. A

CEA report contatns a bibliography listin·g such papers :(1�t.20)� Some

pub lt cat tons use a form whi ch . contatns. no e.xplicit representation of

duration but instead contatn ·bothkW and kWHR interrupted tems (eg. 6'S,
. .

13} •.
·

This form, which is based on the type of data collected from the·

. IEEE. surveys (16; 17), is.somewhat dependent on duration due to the kWHR

term but does. not reflect costs w.hi ch vary nonlinearly with. duration.

Other forms use a cost term related to duration squared (69) otto only

kWHR not supplied (eg. 70). Such types. of. forms 'yield a less faithful

measure of .:interruption cost than tnat of Eq; 4 .•8 which is explicitly

dependent on durati-on. (see Section 5.6). Because of ·its greatest

app1:icab'ility the baste form otEq; 4.81s used in many studies·.(eg.72�

71, lO} and 'is the. one ·.used in this thes ts.•

Assessment"of the w.orth of reliability is more feasible .for the

distribution system than ·for generation. and. coepos tte systems. because-of

the following.Jactors:
.

1) The form of 'the load point indices i s: strongly r(Hateabl� to the

actual user experience. '. The duration ,and occurrence frequency'
.

physicallY: deseri be the. i nterruptton as seen by' the user at· the

. load. poi nt, unl i k.e concepts such as LOLP or LOLE.

2) Security and operati n9 cons+deret t ons are. much 1 ess important •.
.

The tndi ces provide an almost absolute mea.sureinent of customer

end reliability as opposed to a relatlve indtcator wh;chis what.'
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the generation and composite indices provide.. The cost esti

mates can thus become closer to bei ng an absolute measure as

well (5).

3) Indirect effects are less likely. to occur and macroeconomic

techniques· probably are not needed because of the nature of dis

tribution interruptions which are localized, random, and small

scale as opposed to generation type interruptions which are of a

larger scale (48).

4) At di stribution load points, the user types are not as aggre-.

gated as at composite system load points or as for the entire

power system. Thus the makeup of customers tnterrupted duri ng

distribution failures is well defined although the information

is not presently collected. Obtaining estimates for the break ...

down of load and customer type is therefore feasible for each

load point.

5) User duration specific data can be readily applied. Global

interruption cost data need not be used. Indeed global data is

unsuitable because of the great variation 1n customer mix from

load p01nt to load point.

6) Because of the specificity of the measures, the supply adequacy

and interruption cost for individual important or sensitive

users can be estimated. Local system or user facility improve

ments could be decided upon and rate-reliability contractual

obligations undertaken on the basis of this information.

7) Because of the smaller scale of the system, it 1s computational
.

ly easier to perform the analyses and include various factors.
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This section discusses specific considerations and problems

encountered when applying reliability worth. The discussion is specific

to distribution systems but is also pertinent for generation and compo

site systems. The main factors can be categorized .as being related to

formula assumptions and variations, the reliability indices, the inter

ruption cost data, and the process of applying the worth data.

4.3.1 Formula Assumptions and Variations

1) In Eq. 4-8 all the terms are average values although each charac

teristic in actuality consists of a range of values. This formula

t i on is cons istent wi th convent i ona 1 re1i abi 1 i ty ana lyses whi ch are

concerned only with the expected or average value of the particular

measure of reliability. If a cost .function is approximately linear

in the region of interest, this approach can result in total or

average interruption cost estimates which are rea.sonab1e although

no distributional information concerning the reliabl1ity and costs

is obtained. If the cost function 1s nonlinear however, a signifi

cant error may result. The following simple calculation

exemplifies this.

Consider a load point with only 1 customer.and with an interruption

hi story for a year of 2 one hour and 1 four hour interruptions. As

tabulated in Table 4.12, assume three different cost functions. When

comparing the total interruption cost calculated using the average dura

tion and the entire duration distribution, it can be seen that for the
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11 near cost funct1 ons the computed costs agree. but for" the non 1 i near

cost function there 1s considerable error.

Table 4.12 Example Effect 01 Nonlinear Cost Function

COST FUNCTION
A B C

$ I kW $ I kW $ I kW.

1 Hr. Cost 1 1 1
2 Hr. Cost 1 2 2
4 Hr. Cost 1 4 20

Total Cost Using 3 6 6
Average Duration

Tot�l Cost Using 3 6 22
Duration Distribution

Probability distributions associated with distribution system

indices and interruption costing are considered in detail in the next

chapter. It is shown that in certain situations the error involved in

using average indices is indeed considerable but that in many situations

only. a moderate amount of error results from ignoring the distributional

variation of the interruption duration.

2) The form of Equation 4.8. implicitly assumes that. the cost per

interruption ts independent of the interruption frequency. The

reasonability· of this assumption is confirmed by studies which

indicate that cost per interruption is frequency independent within

the range of frequencies normally· considered (18, 39). Should the

interrupt i on frequency be abnormally hi gh (eg. more than once a

month), the costing equation would need t9 be modified.
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3) . Virtually' all . the factors. involved in. the· interruption cost

scenar+os vary wlth the time of occurrence•. ihe cost of an tnter-
.

. ... .

. .

.

.

ruption varies with the ti.me but. so does the electrical, load. An'

assumption that is made,. is that tnterrupt ton cost 1s related to the

load and that .. using kW demand Ior kWHR) as a . dtvtsor . tends to

normalize the costs •. Often in calculations the user costs· at

system· peak· times: are di vided. by thei r· i ndi vidual. yearly. peak

demands. These costs are then i "put into analyses: .wi th no mOdi fi

cation for time of interruption •. Usually the customer demands are

assumed to be the system capacity Or the peak demands. The, result ..

i ng· cost est.imate$ are qua li Hed as' b.e; ng relative' measures· or

overstated (eg. 71, 10, 73) .•

Khat·ib attempts to at least. partially resolve this problem by

assigning a. scaling factor' to the interruption costs. which <is proper- .'

.e j onal to the system demand as it va ri es with .t tme of day (62). Non-'

essent i all oads are exe 1 uded as havi ng negl i g; b le ,effect on consumer

welf.are. This approach however is not substantiated by anY"evidence or

data' and' is' rath.er arbitrary.

While most cost studies provide.1 ittle data on cost variation w.ith

ttme , the CEA surveys prov,i de a, q;uanti t'at i ve measure of the var.i.ation of '

inter rupt ton . cost as a funct i on of 't ime of day, day of week and month of

the year' (18).· .. However, the' measures are not strictly independent of

each other and-cannot simply be superimposed. As well the variation was

not correl ated with vari at-ton of demand •. An alternat tve approach is to

develop cost coefficients for on peak/off peak and seasonal scenar-ios as
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was done in a DOE study (74). Quantitative measures such as these could·

be used to derive scaling factors or functions to be used in conjunction

with Eq. 4.8. Additional infonnat1.0n that would be required to do this

is the vari at i on of interruption frequency (and poss 1 b ly duration) wi th

time of occurrence.

If sufficient data were available all three considerations could,

with only some difficulty, be incorporated into the costing process

associated with Eq. 4.8.. A simpler and more realistic approach would be

to include them in a simulation process instead of a strictly analytical

one•. However the computational effort and cost could be considerable

for either approach, especially the. simulation approach •.

4.3.2 Considerations Related to Reliability Indices

1) Although distribution indices are a. more absolute measure than
.

generat i on or composi te system i ndi ces, they are st 1.11 not perfect

measures. One important deficiency with the distribution indices

is that they do not adequately reflect the effects o·f possible

catastrophic events which cause interruptions of very long dura

tions. The interruption costs due to such events could be quite

high. and would not be included in the cost estimate. The reli

ability indices and cost estimates are not absolute measures but

can provide a realistic and fairly faithful indication for distri

bution systems.

2) The definition of what constitutes an interruption which underlies

reliability analyses does not. nonna1ly include either very short

interruptions such as caused by OCR operations or distorted wave-
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forms such as overvoltage spikes caused by switching or ·lightning •.

While these factors should be. taken into' account when considering

the qual ity of a. supply; tt : :is not feasible to include them

present ly in analyses because. of alack of data and methodo 1 09Y •

. '.

.
.

.

4 •.3.3 . Considerat-ions Related to Interr�etion .. .cost Data· .."

The points made in 'this section are mainly drawn from the dis .....

cussion of cost data in Chapter 2· and a CEA report (.18) and in soee .

.

cases are. enlarged or elaborated upon. Generally there are presently

three overall probl ems; .

i) The methodology and "definitions concerning the effects .and "costs

of interruptions is in need of further development •.

.

i i) The methodology concerning' the co 11 e.ct ; on and. determtnat ton of .:
.

cost, d,ata' must be impr.ov.ed tn conjunction.witb the .abeve ....
"

.

i i 1) There i s pres�ntTi' a:. Jack . of comprehens i s«, accurate and

.

adequate data •. ,

.

Some of the more specific problems with the data are: .

.

1) Most of the data is based upon predictions of effect'S and costs
.'

.
.

rather· than actual effects .and ·costs. ThiS is an', inevi�abl�f result

of the s i tua.ti on in "North, Ameri ca ,and West�n: Europe where .the
'

reliability levels tend to be h1gh and user' experience with. Inter-

. rupttons mini'mal. ".

2) There is little data available for frequent or long duration inter

ruptfons •. Often, available data. mUst be extrapolated 'from.

3) Interruption costs are . probably' dependent on reliability level.'

Use of present data is limited to scenarios withreliability levels
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similar to the present1evel.

·4) lnterruption cost varies greatly with not only the type of user but

also with users in the same catego.ry. Before· making use of the

reported mean values, the effects of these variations must .be con�

sidered•. ·Utilftfes are .recomme.nded to survey their own custoeers

to obtain data, especia]·ly for the larger or more sensitive" users •.

5) The.re is a further great variation of interruption cost by time of

interruption occurrence, weather, economic activity, interruptioti
. .

characteristics such as aavance warning t and.other :factors. Data'

cannot be collected· for every possible scenarto.

6) . Presently avaHable data usually assumes some form ·of dependence .on

peak' demand and/or energy consumption. Data ·is normali�ed by··

dividing by kW Or kWHR. 'Unfortunately there does not appear to- be

a large correlation', between cost and user peak kW (or kWHR)·. (18).

Because of the present :lack' of. another more reasonable l1orma.Hzing·

factor., such an ,appr.oach must be utilized.

7) . Future interrupti on costs ',may be ·affected by : changes .tn. factors'

such as. the degree of conser-vat+on, : types of 1 ndustr t a 1 processes,

use of standby -and uni nterrupt t ble power suppl i es-, and. dependency

on computer systems. '.'

.

8)·· All of these above',factors are aggravated by the fact that reli-

. ability studtes often involve time peri.ods of the next '5, 10,20,.

or even 30 years. As always in such studies, the uncertainty

becomes immense •.



4.3.4 Considerations Related to the Application
1) When determining system or load point interrupt'

task is the detennination of the user load in

u.ser category and the subsequent aggregation of user category costs.

to form an overall estimate of cost. To perform this task adequate

ly there is often insuff;'cient data concerning both the load cate

goriz�d by user type on specific feeders or buses and variation of·

that load. Some fonn of global user category data is usually avail

able and some assumptions must be made concerning the distribution

of the loads amongst the buses or feeders'. Load vari ati on data 1 s

only available usually on a global basis (if at all) and assump

tions must be made for more local variations. A common but not

very realistic practice is to determine peak demands (often based

on utility equipment capacity) and neglect load variation (eg. 71).

As marketing load studies .end SIC customer categorization become

more prevalent, this lack of data may become less problematical.

Although commercial computer packages to perform reliability plann

ing studies incorporating interruption costs are becoming avail

able, the derivation of sector interruption costs and aggregation

of sector costs often may not be included in the package because of

the variation in user categorization and data availability from

utility to utility (eg. 63, 64).

2) In addition to the long term changes mentioned in Section 4.3.3,

more fundamental changes re 1 ated to load management, spot rates,

real time electrical marketing, and flexible reliability/rate con

tracts can change the overall situation drastically.. Studies such

....
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as discussed here may evol ve into more di rect and 'possibly even

real ..time feedback from users which would be used as a basis for

system planning and operating.
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5 PROBABILITY. UISTRIBUTIONS ASSOCIATED·WITH ..

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM INDICES Mil INTERRUPTIOff CC)STING

Conventional. reliabtltty analyses are concerned wfth. the expected'
.

.

or average value of the Particular measure of.reliability. Little con ..

sideratton has been gi veri in the past. to' the vart at ton of that measure

about its mean. For example, when thefreque.ncy of· failures at a, load

point is predicted, only the avera.ge value of that quantity, the Loa.d

Point Failu.re Rate, is typically calculated.' The probability that the

load poitit will suf.fer a 'specified number .of failures in' a year is not

normally calculated. Similarly,. the . expected values of the duration·'

tnd+ces are determined' but the probabilities, of; 'various dur.ations are'.

not cal cu lated, . The ·mean values are ext reme1y useful and are the pri ...

mary indices of· load. point adequacy. There is, however, an Increased

awaren'ess of. �he need for information rehted to the variation of the

reliability measures. around .their means (72, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79) e . This

i nformaUon can prove' useful in studies involY; ng:

1) . the probability of t.he interruptions being longer than the Critical

Servl'ce Loss Duration lime or SOme other time ·of intef'est (16, 17,
.. . .

'.77). This information' is espec+al ly useful in the design of dis-

tribution systems for industrial customers 'with critical processes·

or cOmmercial customers with very non-Linear costing functions •.

'.2) the prC)bab1lity of a certain number· of failures occurring in. a

parti cul ar . year . (75, 76 t
.

80, 81,. 82) (perhaps' to .det ermf ne

annoyance' ractor) � ..
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3) the comparison of perfor(l1ance indices of different years or differ

ent systems to. determine the probability of their having a differ

ent average value.'. Such a comparison would assist planners to
.

.

. .
.

judge whether. di fferences· in indi CaS ; ndi cate real changes in',. per",

formance v or are due to statistical variation•. (eg. the'SAIOl,

SAIFI, .and CAIOI cjf a system could be compared on a year.to-ye�ar

basis for. significant variation) (79).

4) the val.tdat ton of reliability models and the appl tcebt l tty cf re11.-.

ability data '.' (77, 80,.· 81,.' 82, 78).� Outage data is . often

insufficient all'd Inadequate;' The index "pro,babil1ty dBtrlbutions'

. can be usetul in. estimating the error's resulting from· . inaccurate
.

data.' Confidence tnterval s could he computed. Tftis type' of study

is even IJ'IOre app1 i cab le in generat ion. re 1 i abi 11 ty stud; es. .'

S.} the determination of customer costs of·; nterruptions us.t n9. non-

11 near- .cost functtons •

.

6.) the variation of customer. interruption costs about their means .•.

Most reliability ,:cost-benefit studies calculate the cost of'inter

ruptions by computing the cost due to an interruption of average dure-.
. "

tion rather than averaging the·costs· .. due to .the entire set 'of interrup-

ti On durat·ions.··.·.In addition to .depending on the cost curve shape and

other factor·s; the average cost 'calculated for .the set of interruption. :

durations varies with the' shape of the 'distribution which defines the
. .

.

.

. duration prQbabtliti es. Since tn real ity, interruptions .have a range .of

durations rather than just the average.·value, ·th·e cost cal culated using'

-. the distribution is a more realistic one•. A major objective of. this.
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thesis is to investigate these dt st rtbut tons and the error inv.olved in

using only the average int.erruptjon duration to calculate interruption

cost.

S.l Probabilistic Si'niu1ation of.Distribulion ..Reliability Indices

Probability dlstributi-ons provide a practical vehicle to describe'

the variation of reli'abi1ity measures' about. their means. The approach

taken in this study to·.determine· these distributions was' to perform·

probabt+t sti C" (Monte, .Carlo) s'imul ettens of typi ca 1 radial di stribut ion

systems. .

Thi s section provtdes some .explanation . of tnts approach and

the simul ation program that was. dev�l oped.

An alternative approach is .to analyse actual interruption 'data fo·r

distributional information ..".WhiTe .a number of such studies have been

pt,lb 1 i shed' (e9. 71, 80, 81,
.

82, 79), most are studies of outages of com

ponent:s such 'as lines rather:than stlidies'of load point interrupttons •

. Load point tndex d1stri buttons are dependent not only on. combinations of

component· outages· but also .on sy.stem conf.·igurations. and restoration

activities •..With the increasing-emphasis utilities are �lacin� on data
. .

..

.
'.

collection it is possible that in the near future more statistical :data

on load point interruptions will be available. Not only can simulation'

studtes provide useful information befOre comprehenslve h+stor+cal -date .

ts available. but they can' pr,ovide informatio.n that would not otherwise

be possible to obtain. For examp1e� simulations tan provide information.

concerning thaeffects of very. specific system confi9urations.· Further

more, simulations can deal with predictive rel iabi 1tty indices not just

performance tndt cas. These advantages become obvi DUS when one makes use·
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of distributional studies of performance data such as one by Koval and

Erbland (79}. The paper provtdes quite useful inf.ormation and an excel

lent' presentation of the distributional tendenctes •.
·

Such an approach

however is not a good means· to study the effects of spect fi c .character

t st tcs such as manual sect fcnal tzf nq capabilities. The. reHability of

spectf'tc designs for aline could not be analyzed by performance data
...

studies but could be analyzed by. predictive re lf abt l tty
r

tndt ces and

s imulat i ons ,

In Monte Carlo simulation, an artificial hlstory of the reliability.'
. of a system ts gene�ated. 'by the use of random numbe:,. generators and the

�
. .

..

. ... .

.

.

probabil ity dtstributi'ons Wh; en are assumed to desc"'; be the system para-

.

meters.
'

The essence. of the. process cons t sts of:
. .

1) a random',number generat,or,ch:oo'sing a number between',O and 1
. . ..

2) the.time to failure of a component is then given by this number
.

. and the cumulative probability,.distribution which is assumed to

deseri be the,' fai lure process

3) .
a 'random 'number .generator chooses. another. number between' 0 and

1

. 4) the time to rep'a i r of the faned' coeponent is then gi ven by the

new number and the' cumul ative probabi 1 ity: di stri bution assumed

. to descri be' the repai r process
.

5.) . the system.·;.s now in its non ... fai led ·state and the cycle can be

repeated

The simulation becomes. more complicated by the pr.esence.of.more
than one element in the system, additional restoration. processes such as

.

.

.

.

.."
. .

.

sect; ona lt zi ng ,. backfeedi ilg�
. and fuse ·failure� and the use of di fferent
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distributions. in the same simulation. Because Monte Carlo simulation is

a w·idely applied technique and described fully elsewhere (83, 84, 85), a

more deta11 ed desc ri pt i on wi 11 not be provi ded here.

A program was developed at the Uni versity of Saskatchewan to simu

late the performance of any N-section radial distribution system with

loads connected to laterals or directly to the primary mains •. Any com

bination of exponential, normal, log-normal, and gamma distributions can

be used to simulate the failure, repair, manual sectionalizing, alter-

. nate supply and fuse times. Costs of each interruption can be calcu

lated from 1 minute, 20 minute, 1 hour, 4 hour and 8 hour cost data.

The program outputs for each load point: the mean, standard deviation,

and distribution histogram of the annual interruption time, interruption

duration, annual interru.ption frequency, and annual interruption cost.

For the entire system, it provides simil ar outputs for SAIFI, SAlOl,

CAIDI, cost per interruption, and. annual interruption cost. Appendix A

contains a more complete program description and a flow chart.

Studies were performed on the 6 section example systein of Figure

4.2 and on a larger 18 section system. The studies included all of the

five cases discussed in Section 4.1:

1) Base Case

2) . Base Case with alternate supply available

3) Base Case with alternate supply condition.al load transfer pro

babi 1 tty of .5

4) Base Case with solidly connected laterals

5) Base Case with probability of successful lateral fault clearing

= 0.9.
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The average values derived· from the simulation. of the. example
.

.

system for a period .of 5000.years ar.e compared in Tables 5.1 and 5.2

with the values from a 1000 ye!ir siniulation and with
.

the ·valu.es derived

from the analytical formulas. .In .these. simulations, the failure times

are assumed to be exponentially distribute�f and the repai r times are .

.

. assumed to be lognormally· distributed•. A s·imulation study length (yf··

1000 years and even 500 yea.rs was· found to ·give satisfactory· results

alth()ugh 5000 year studies were used to provide slightly more accurate

results ,

Table. 5.1 Load . Point Index Values .. Case 1 '

Load Poi nts . A

Failure, Year ...

- analytiC:iil.
- 5000 year. stmul ation
- ·1000 year simulation·

.

Hours/Fanure

·1.35
L35
1.40

- analytical
- 5000·year simulation
- 1000 year simulation·

.

Hours/Year

- analytical.
- 5000 'year simulatton

..

,.. 1000. year simulation·

1.15
.

1.17
1.16

1.55
1.57

.

1.63·

B C
----. �

1.1
1.1· .•
1.1

.85
..•86

.

.•89

1.86·
.

2�41
·1.88 2.41
1.8.3 2.• 33

2.05. 2.05.
2.07

.

.2.07.
2.02 2�07

Table 5.2 System·.·Performance Index Values· .� Case 1

SAIFI SAlOl·· CAIOI·

- ana lyti cal. 1.23 1.74 ·1.42
- 5000 yea.r s imul at ion. . 1.22 1.76 .1.34
.- 1000 year stmul ati on

.

1.26 1.78 1.32
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For every simulation performed fn the series of studi es , the simu

lation derived values and the analytical formula values were compared.

Within an acceptable statistical error, the values for the load point

indices, SAIFI, and SAlOl matched. The average values are unaffected by

which distributions are assumed to underly the restoration times and

hence the indices calculated by the standard reliability equations do
'

not depend on the ass.umed distributions. When calculated as the average

of the CAIOI indices for each year, CAIOI however, is dependent on the

underlying distributions. The reason for this dependence is detailed in

Appendix B. When CAIoI is calculated for the entire simulation period

instead of for each year, the dependence disappears. Because CAIoI is

in reality cal culated on a yearly basi s, all of the CAloI values pre

sented in·this study will be the yearly averages despite the di.stribu

tional dependence,

·5.2 oistrlb�tion of Load Point Failure Rate

This series of studies indicate that the load point failure rate is
,

reasonably described by the Poisson distribution with a Chi-squared

level of significance = .1 (76, 86). This result is in agreement with

theoretical considerati ons and a previous study by Patton (75). Only

one parameter is required to describe the Poisson distribution, fe. the

expected annual failure rate. Since this value is the index normally

calculated, the distributional information can be obtained with minimal

extra effort. Probability information concerning the failure rate can

be easily determined from the Poisson distribution equation •

.,..



P(n) = P[number of failures = n in time t]

= � 1t)ne- At
nl

.

Figure 5.1 deptcts the distributions associated with the failure

rates of load pOints A, Band C for Case 1. The distributions are

79

.

(5-1)

noticeably different for the three load points. At load point A, years

with one failure occur most. frequently while at load point C, years with

no failures occur most frequently•.Concurrent with an increase in the

average failure rate,. the shape of the distribution varies significantly

and the individual failur.e rate probabilities increase in a non-linear

fashion. This can be shown by calcu.lating the probability of three

failures per year ·at each load potnt ,

load Point A: P[3 fa.ilures/year] = (1.35)3 e-1•35 = .106
3!

Load Point B:- P[3 failures/year] = (l.1}3 e-l•l = 0�74
31

Load Point C: . P[3 failures/year] = (.85)3 e
...8•5 = .044

31

While the average failure rate at A is 1.35/.85 = 1�6 times more than

the rate at C, the probability of three failures is .106/ .044 = 2.4

times larger at A than at C. However, the probability of one failure/

year occurring is approximately equal for the two load points. Thus,

knowing only the average failure rates gives little direct indication of

the probabilfties of specific numbers of failures in a year. As was·

shown in the above example, this probability information can be easily

calculated using only the average load point failure rate.

Figure 5.2 presents the distributions associated with the failure
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rates of load points A. Band C for Cases 2 and 4. The Case 2 distribu

tions are identical to those for Case 1. As explained in the reli

ability evaluation section of this thesis; this is due to the fact that

backfeeding does not alter the posstbt l ity of fai lures occurring. The

Case 4 distributions vary from those of Cases 1 and 2 but are identical

for· each of the three load poi nts. This is due to each load point

'suffering a failure when any of the solidly connected laterals suffers a

fault. These distributions are identical because the events which bring

about the failures are identical •. The average failure rate is signifi

cantly higher than those of the previous examples and therefore these

distributions are even more spread out.

An alternative to repetitively performing the Poisson calculation

is to construct graphs from which the probabilistic infomation··can be

readily determined. Figure 5.3 shows. the probability of R or more

failures per year as a function of the average failure rate. The

probabilities for a specific R can be found by using the appropriate

curve. For a system with a load point failure rate of 2 failures/year:

P [6 or more failures/year] = .016

P (5 or more failures/year] = .053

P (4 or more failures/year] = .143

. P (3 or mo.re fai lures/year] • .322

If the non-cumulative probabil ities are desired, only a simple subtrac

tion is necessary.

P [4 failures/year] = P [4 or more] - P [5 or more]

111 .143 - .053

111 .09
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Figu,re 5.4 shows th� actual number of failures/year as a function

of risk level and of the average number of· failures/year. This graph

can be .used when the user· is interested in the maximum number of

failures that may occur with a specified risk level. For example; with

a risk criterion of 10% and an expected load point failure rate of 3

fail ures/year , fi ve or more fai 1 ures occur per year. Si nee ei ther of

the graphs can be used to obtain the same information, the dec·ision as

to which to use is a matter of personal preference.

The 10�d point failure rate can be assumed to be. Poisson distri

buted for practical systems because the system failure rate depends .on1y

on the component failure rates and not the restoration times. The

failure times can be assumed to be exponentially distributed because the

components are as�umed to be. in thei r operating 1 i fe.· Exponent i a 1

failure times result in Poisson distributed load point failure rates.

Simulation results for the Load .Point Failure Rate are not shown for the

non-exponential restoration times because they are equivalent to the

results for the exponential restoration times.

5.3 Di.stribution of Load Point Outage Duration

Patton has noted that if repair and other restoration times can be

assumed to be exponentially distributed, the load point outage duration

can be approximated as being gamma distributed (75). This is confirmed

by our studi es.

Figure 5.5 plots the simulation results for the outage durations of

load points A, Band C for cases 1, 2 and 4 when the restoration times

are assumed to be exponentially distributed. These distributions can be
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reasonably described by the gamma distribution (Chi-square level of
.

s i gni ftcance· .05). As can be seen, the general shape of the d1stri bu

tions does not vary.. Although the gamma distribution can take on much

different shapes, when it ts the result of combinations of exponential

distributions, the shape 1s always of this general form. The ganuna dis

tribution becomes more or less spread out, or more peaked; depending on

.

the average outage durations and the average restoration durations. If

it can be assumed that the restoration times are exponentially d1stri�

buted, the resulting outage duration distribution can be assumed to be

of the. forms in Figure 5.5 and the outage duration probabll ities can be

readily calculated from the gamma· distribution. Patton describes a

relatively simple approach for calculating the gamma distributed dura

tion probabil ities using only the average outage durations and failure

frequencies of the load points and contributing sections (75).· The

problem of obtaining access to gamma probabl1ity tables is ct rcumvented

by utilizing a Chi-square transformation and commonly available chi

square tables.

In many practical systems the restoration times cannot be assumed

to be exponentially distributed. It is often unreali stic to assume that

the probability of a repair or restoration increase as the duration

approaches zero. Restoration times may be better· described by non

exponential distributions, eg. log-normal repair times. The studies

carried out indi cate that when the restoration times are assumed to be

non-exponential, the load point outage duration cannot generally be

represented by a gamma distribution. The remainder of tnts section will

discuss the resulting distributions and how they vary with the following

-
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factors:

1) distributions underlying the restoration prOcesses

2) distribution means· (ie. the tndtce values)

3) distribution standard deviations·

4) system configuration and operations (fe. cases 1 to 5)

5) position in system

6) size of sections

7) size of system

It should be emphasized that the ave.rage values of the load point

outage duration indices are not affected by what the underlying distri

butions are. A set of averages such as those calculated for the example

system can have any set of distributions associated with it.

In certain systems it may be possible for one type of restoration

activity to consistently occur with durations that are approximately'

equal. This would imply that the distribution associated with that

restoration time could be approximated as a single point (le. the stan

dard deviation would be zero). Figure 5.6 plots the outage durations

for the simulation results when the sectionalizing times are assumed to

be fixed with a duration of .5 hours. All the other restoration activi

ties are assumed. to be exponentially distributed. It can be seen.that

for all three cases, load point A has a very .pronounced peak for the

duration bar of .3 to .6 hours. Load point B has a less pronounced peak

while load point C has no peak. The peaks for load point'A result from

a large number of the outages bei n9 due to fai 1 ures on the second and

thi rd primary mains which result in manual sectionali zing activities.

Inspection of Table 4.1 shows that for Case 1, .4 failures per year
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result in half hour sectiona11zing activities while .95 failures per

year occur which result in exponentially distributed restoration activi ..

ties. Load point B is further down the line and only failures in the

last primary main result 1 n manual secti.onal1 zing. None of the failures

cont-ributing to the outage time for load point C result in manual

sectiona11z1ng, and thus there is no peak at the half hour duration •

. The backfeeding in Case 2 does not alter the impact of the fixed

manual sectionallzing times on the distributions.. Failures which pre

viously resulted in exponentially distributed repairs now result in

exponentially distributed alternate supply switching. The distribution

of load point C {and less so B} shifts to the left because the average

outage.time has been reduced by the backfeed. In Case 4, the effect of

the laterals being· connected di rectly to the mains is that a greater

portion of the failures contributing to the outage time of load points A

and B· result in manual sectionalizing. The peaks at .5 hours are pro

portionately much larger •
.

The durations associated with repairs and other restoration activi

ties may often be well described by log-normal or other. similarily

skewed distributions. Fjgure 5.7 plots the simulation results for the

outage durations when repair times are assumed to be log-normally dis

tributed with a standard deviation equal to one third of the mean.

These distributions of the load point outage durations have a radtcal ly

different shape than those assuming exponential restoration times

(Figure 5.5). In Case 1, the form of the d.istribution of load point A

appears to be decreasing with duration except for a peak a couple of

bars wide. This peak is attributable to the large number of repairs of
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1 hour average duration which are made on the fi rst primary lateral.

Due to it bei ng further down the 1 i ne, load poi nt C has a 1 arger number·

of repairs of three hour average duration. These repairs to the mains

1n combination with repairs to the third lateral result in a' bimodal

distribution with peaks of. durations just less than' one and three hours

long.. Load point B has a distribution that is a combination of those at

A and C.

The backfeeding .f n Case 2 reduces the number of failures with three

hour repairs at load point C. The second mode in the distribution is

eliminated. The mode resulting from the lateral repairs' is now mor.e

pronounced for both load pOints Band C. When the laterals' are

connected solidly to t·he mains as tn case 4, the f1 rst mode. is even more

pronounced for all three load points. As indicated in Table 4.7, the

predomi nant cause of outages are fail ures on the primary 'laterals

resulting in one hour averag� repairs.

A visual inspection of the distributions in Figure 5.6 or 5.7 iridi

cates that the di stri buti ons are so di fferent from those. of Fi gure 5.5

that attempts to predict the duration probabilities using the gamma dis

tribution in these cases of non-exponential restoration times could lead

to large errors. Similar results have been obtained from simulations

that assumed restoration' activities are gamma and normal distributed.

This indication is verified by goodness of fit testing (level of signi

ficance = .1) and by calculations such as the following example.

Figure 5.8 shows the distribution of i-nterruption duration for load

point B of the example system assuming gamma repair and exponential

manual sectionallzing times. Two gamma distributionS are indicated:
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.

one with parameters derived from the mean and variance of the simulation

result, the other with parameters p·redicted using the mean' calculated

above and the variance calculated with an equation �rom Patton's

simplified, approach (75). This equation, which is derived assuming that

the restoration time.s are exponentially distributed, is gi-'fl!n in this

paper as eq. 5 ..2.·

vari ance (rs) ;: (2 E fi ri� - rs2
Ts

The·gamma probability distribution has the fonn:

(5.2)

f(r) = eO. rCa.-l) e
-Br

rca.)

with the parameters being calculated as:

.r2r .

a.=�
G
'r

(5.3)

. (5.4)

-
.

r
e =-::-2

0..
r

(5.5)

The expected value is considerably less than the second modal

value. The infonnation that a significa.nt number of outages will be

approximately of three hours duration rather than the mean of 1.869

hrs. can be useful tn judgi ng the acceptabl1 ity of that system.. The

probability of the duration being longer than some value may be desired

information. For load point B and conditions as described above, the

following probabilities of the duration being longer than 2.1 hours are

obtained:

(a) distribution of simulation results:
P[r > 2.1 hrs]. = .45
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(b) gamma distribution with parameters obtained from the simulation:
per > 2.1 hrs.] = .35

(c) gama distribution with parameters obtained USing eq, 5 .• 2:
per > 2.1 hrs.] = .30

(d) gamma distribution with parameters obtained using a' Chi-Square
transformation described in reference 75 which is a simplified
method to obtain resul t (c):
per > 2.1 hrs.] = .30

In this example the error in using approximations, (b,c.d), is signifi

cant. In oth�r examples this error could be even greater or insignifi

cant•. This example and the other study results indicate that no other

known dist.ributions can universally describe the outage duration distri

butions. . Studies of outages duration di stributions for enti re regions

and service areas confinn the' reasonableness of this conclusion and the

d'istributions depicted in Fig. 5.7 (77, 79).

As already discussed, varying the means of the restoration times'

can signl ficant1y affect the shape of the outage duratio.n di stribu

tions. If the underlying distributions are assumed to be exponential,

varying the mean only affects the spread of the distribution not the

general shape. If the underlying distributions are assumed ·to be

similar to the lognormal or gamma distributions, the affect is greater •

. When the different components all have restoration times with averages

near to each other. and close to the ori gi n, the di stri but i on tends to

resemble the exponential. As the differences between the averages

increases, the resemblance decreases. The distribution may even be

multlmodal.

The distributions vary with the associated standard devtat tons as

well as with the component means. Fig. 5.9 plots outage durations for

..
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the sample system with the assumptions that the standard deviations for

the repai r times are equal to m (mttr), m/2, m/3,. and m/6. When the

standard deviations are relattvely large, the contributing distributions

overlap with the result that the outage duration distribution is almost

a monotonically decreasing function. As the standard deviations

decrease, the contributing distributions become apparent and the distri

bution definitely mu1timoda1.

The si zes of the primary main or lateral sections affect the mean,

standard deviation, and possibly the type of the component restoration

distribution. The load point outage duration distributions are then

indirectly affected by these factors in the ways discussed above. It is

possible that the number of sections in the system affects the individu

al component resto-ration distributions. A more likely possibility is

that the larger number of contributing distributions may te.nd to overlap

more and to obscure modal tendencies that might be apparent in smaller

systems. This tendency 1s most pronounced if the restoration activities

of the different system sections are dissimilar.

Simulations were performed for an 18 section system similar to the

examp1 e system but wi th 9 load points. Fi gure 5.10 plots the outage

duration probabilities for the first, middle, and last load points of

the 18 section system. Visual and statistical comparisons (Chi-Square

level of significance = .05) indicate that the outage duration distribu

tions resulting from the assumption of lognormal distributed repair

times are significantly different from those resulting from an assump

tion of exponential distributed repair time. This confirms the conclu

sion drawn for the smaller 6 section system. that the outage duration
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di stributi OAS cannot in general be described by the gamma di stribution

computed from the component average repair times. /

/

5.4 Distribution of Other Indices

Sections 5.2 and 5�3 concern the distributions of the Load Point

Failure Rate and Outage Duration. This sect ton will briefly describe

the following indices:

t) Load Point Annual Interruption Time

ii) CAIDI

i 11) SAIDI

i v) SAIFI

5.4.1 Distribution of Load Point Annual, Interruption Time

The annual interruption time distribution' 1s dependent on both the

failure �ate and outage duration distributions'. Because of this, it is

even more di ffi cult to describe the interruption time di stributions by

known functions. Figure 5.11 depicts distributions resulting from

simulations of the six section example system.

The simul ations that assumed exponenti ally dl stri buted restoration

, times resulted in annual interruption time distributions that contain a

sharp peak for the interval indicating the number of years with no

failures. The dtstr-tbut tons 'are steadily decreasing ones with long

tails. The distributions are not of the exponential or gamma form.

The simulations that assumed lognormal distributions for the repair

times and exponential distributions for the other times also resulted in

distributions with a sharp peak for the no failure interval. Inspection
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of the annual interruption time di stri butions of all the other case 1.

six section system simulations reveals that the number of years with

zero hours of interruption is independent of the form and standard

deviation- of the restoration time distributions. This fndependence

occurs because the number of years with zero interruption time is

dominated by the failure rate distributions which determine the number

of years in which ·no failures occur.

The lognormal simulations did not result in steadily de.creasing

distributions but in distributions with multiple modes. The multiple

modality is more prominent when the restoration times are assumed to

have small standard deviations. With standard deviations equal to the

means, the zero fai lure peak and a second mode before 1.2 hours a·re

observable. With standard deviations equal to 1/6 means, the zero

failure peak and modes about 1.0, 2.0. 3.0, and 6.0 hours are evident.

The peaks of certain duration (ie. 2 and 6 hours) are related to years

in whfch more than one interruption occurs and the restoration times are

multiples of the dominant modes.

One possible application of the interruption time distribution

information involves determining the probability that in a given year

the number of hours of interruption is greater than some value. The

probabilities that the annual interruption times for load points A and C

of the example system are greater than 8.1 hours are derived from the

simulations of Fig. 5.11 and presented in Table 5.3. When the repair

times are assumed to be lognormally distributed with the standard devia

tion equal to the mean, the probabilities are fairly close to those when

the times are assumed to be exponentially distributed {for which, by
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definition', standard deviation equals the mean).· Reducing' the lognormal

standard deviation to 1/6 mean, results in the probabilities being

significantly reduc�d:

Table .5 •.3 ..• Annualliiterruption TiRie Probabilit.ies
.

.

P[annual inte.rruption t·ime>8.1 hrslyr
.

Load Point. A .. '" Load Poi At C

Exponential Repai r Times

Lognormal Repair Times (S .•O. = m)

Lognormal Repair Times (S.D. = m!6)

.0262

.0218

.0040

.0588

.0512

.0260

5.4.2 Di.stribution ·of SAlOl,. SAIFI, CAlD.!

In normal pract tce , ,system performance indites and Ioed point .reli-

ability 'indices are not' . compared or s tmul t.aneous Iy cal cul ated, The

performance and reliability indices are in reality related by their both'

being based on a· coemon set of .base. data.· ..

'

The. distri butions o·f· the

indices' are both dependent on the distributions of the component failure
.

. .

rates and the restoration ac:tivities.. As .discussed in Section 5.1, the·

SAIFI .and SAIDI average. i ndi ces are independent of the underlying di s

tributions but the CAIDI average. index is dtst r+butf cnal ly dependent.

The. defi.nitions of Section 4.1 are repeated here:

SAlOl � sum of customer ioterruettol1 ,durations .'

total 'liumb�r of clistomers served .

.

SAIFI = total number of customer interruptions
total number oJ customers served

CAIDI = sum .of custo�r interruption .. durations
total number of customer interruptions

Figure 5�12 deptcts.utstr-tbut tons resulting from simulations 'of .the

6 section example system. The SAIDI distribution is dependent only on
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the distributions of the restoration times. The number of customers at

each load poi nt and the average fai lure rates are weighti ng factors that·

are independent of the associated distributions. The SAlOl distribu

tions of Figure 5.12 are similar to the Annual Interruption Time distri- ...

'but tons of Figure 5.11. This is because SAlOl 1s a linear combination

of annual interruption times. In a large system, the resemblance. tends

to decrease because of the averaging effect of the larger number of load

poi nts whi ch are aggregated. Note how in thi s small system, the number

of years with a SAlOl equal to zero is relatively ,higtl (f e, P [SAlOl =

0] is high). While in small or moderate systems. this is tobe.expected,

when studying the system of an entire region one expects at least a few

interrupt ions.

The 'SAIFI di stributions are. ideritical for the exponenti al , log
.

normal S.D. = m, and S�D. = mt6 simulations because SAlfl is only depen

dent on the component failure time distributions which do not vary with

the simulation runs and on the number of customers served at each load

point. The irregular variation of the distribution shape is related to

the small number of load points and the resulting discrete weighting by

the number of customers factor. As for the SAID I distributions, in·
.

large systems the probab1.1i-ty of SAIFI equalling zero diminishes with

the distribution less resembling an exponential one and more one with a

mode about the average.

The CAIDI distributions are non�linearily related to both the

failure and restoration times. This results in a somewhat similar modal
.

distribution for the three simulations. The exponential and lognormal

S.D. = m simulation distributions are more similar than the lognormal
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S.D. = m/6 simulation.distributi"on •. This and other comparisons. indicate

that the standard dey; at; ons of the underlyi ng. distri buti ons can affect'

the shape of. the fi na 1 ; ndex. di stri button as'. much or'· more than the
.

.

actual "form chosen for the underlying dis-eributi(ms� For large systems
.

.
.

the CAlOI dhtributfon also tends to "tighten up" around the mean.

In actual ·.system studies, planners do not have .5000 year htstortes .'

of thei r systems nor detailed distributions such as 9iv.en here, How

ever, with distributional information garnered from simulation
.
studies .'

such as ··this one and ·with data on index. variation amongst. similar"

regi'ons and utH it; es for··a number of years, ·pl enners can perform useful

statistical. analyses , Some 'ohvi'ous applications would be to cortipare a .

systems per.formance with:

1).' that system's perfprmance tnother years·

2) '. with a utility'.s crite.ri.a of acceptable. perfnrmance
.

. .
.

3) with the 'performance: Qf other systems in that utility'S' service·
area

4) with the performance of systems', or the service area of other'

utilities.

·5.5. Effect of.·Duration; IHstributi.ons on Interrupti.on Costs

Interruption .' costs .. can vary .considerably ·with· the shape ·of. the'

interruption duratton distri but ion curve.· To reduce the .amount . of com-'

putation required however, it is desirable to use .the average duration

whenever posst b1e rather. than to take' into account the di stri button

shape. The error resulting fr·om usi.ng only the average .ts investigated

to provide information' on when it is reasonable to use only the average
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interruption duration and when it mi ght be necessary to consider the

whole distribution. A series of simulation runs was made with the pro

gram descri bed above.
.

The effect of the fo11 owi ng factors was invest i

gated:

1) interruption CCtst curve shape

2) average interruption duration

3) exponential or lognormal distributions of· component. outage

durations

4) standard deviations of the component outage duration distribu-

tions

Use of the average interruption duration to calculate interruption

costs yields correct. answers if the cost function is linear regardless

of the interruption duration distribution Shape. This is easily shown

by the following:

Let:
.

Y = interruption cost

T = interruption duration

f(T) = duration probability density function

m = slope of 11 near cost 11 ne

b= intercept

Y =mT + b

Therefore: y = mt + b using the average duration.

Calculating. the cost using the whole range of durations yields the

same result •

.

y. :_F(tl (mt + b) dt
.

.

= m
CI> J f ( t) t dt + b
taO

Therefore: y = ntt= + b
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For non-t t near cost functions' there is. normally some error except

for atypi ca 1. interrupt ion du rat ion d i st ri but ions such as a poi nt value.

The shape of the distribution affects the degree to wh1-ch the non-linear

pO.rtions of the cost function contribute to the average cost. The total

error is dependent upon where the nonlinearitles (es- break points)
.

occur with respect to the location of the interruption' duration distri

bution (72).

An approach useful in understanding the error mechanism and pre

dicting in a qualitative fashion the error is to compare the interrup

tion cost function of interest with a zero error line. This line would

intercept the cost function at the average interruption durat ten of the'

load point. The line wO.uld be linear and for convenience pass through

the origin. Figure 5.13 depicts such a zero error line. The area con

taining the possible 10cit of interruption cost functions is divided

into four quadrants. Any portions of the cost function which would pass

through Quadrants 1 or 4 would contribute a negative error. Similarily

portions running. through Quadrants 2 or 3 would contribute a positive

error. Curves which are linear but do not pass through the origin would

be indicated as contributing a negative error on one side and a positiv.e

error on the other: a zero error. Of course the zero error 1 i ne can be

rotated about its interception point with the interruption cost function

in order to better indicate the likely error.

5.5.1 Simulation Studies of Costing Errors

To investigate the likely magnitudes of error that might result

from using average durations, a series of simulations was· performed
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using the program introduced previously in Section 5.1. For each inter ...

ruption occurrence and each load point, the program computes the result

ing interruption cost, Amongst other results, the program provides the

average yearly cost for each load point.. The interruption cost function

is inputted as the cost per kw peak demand for 1 mi nute, 20 mi nute, 1

hour, 4 hour and 8 hour interruptions. An interruption of zero minutes
.

.

duration is assumed to have a zero cost while an interruption greater

than 8 hours is assumed to result f n the same cost as an 8 hour inter;'.

ruption. The costs resulting from interruptions of
.

intermediate dura

tion are computed using linear· interpol ation. The effect of other

·

assumptions for the zero duration cost, the long duration cost and the

· intermediate duration interpolation were briefly investigated and found

to not significantly affect the results. Had the study included a

larger number of interruptions with durations near zero or greater than.

8 hours, these assumptions would have had greater effect. Although this

program did not include the effect of time of occurrence of interrup

tion, it could be easily modified to do so.

The s imu 1 at i on runs we re of the same basi c six secti on system

described above in Sections 4.1 and 5.1 •. All of the interruption cost

functions reported by U•.of S. (18) and by Ontario Hydro (39 - 46) were

analyzed for their general shape. Twenty-three cost functions were

chosen t.O represent the range of. shapes. The data for these cost

functions is listed 1n Table 5.4. For each cost function, there were at

least two 5000 year runs: one assuming all exponential restoration
·

times and the. other all lognormal restoration times. For all the

functions, a lognormal run was made assuming a standard deviation equal
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.
Table 5.4 Cost Function Data Used in Simulations

Interr\lption Costs ($kw)

Cost Data Description 1 min .20 mi n 1 hour 4 hour 8 hour

* Total Small Industrial (U of S) .70 2.88 5.19 . 13.87 27.60

. Mineral Fuel s II 0 0 .39 3.12 7.03
* Furniture Industries II .01 .22 1.17 2.47 4.10

..

Chemical Industries II .63 6.26 6.82 .

.

12.03 31.00

Transportation Equipment " 1.33 11.11 20.89 58.57 95.00
. Primary Metal s II .05 .30 1.59 3.21 11.95

Printing & Publishing II .67 2.69 5.52 19.60 64.83

Metal Mines II .41 1.59 2.94 4.28 6.58

Non Metal Mines II .19 .73 2.46 7.52 12.12

Metal Fabricating II·
.

3.60 6.97 13.66 41.28 67.27

paper Industries II .58 .65 1.00 1.72 . 2.54

Quarries II o .86 4.65 18.61
.

40.24
* Mining Services If 0 0 13.51 189.19 221.62 .

* Residential II 0 .06 .31 3.16 4.74

Total Large Users II 1.80 2.22 3.19 6.89 10.47
* Total Commercial II .28 2.05 5.88 21.51 63.06
* Commercial - SIC 861 II

•.03 1.22 7.35 29.01 47�01
* Commercial - SIC 843 II .17 .68 1.01 10.19 29.92
* Linear .& Origin Intercepting .02 .33 1.00 4.00 8.00
* Non-Metal Mines (Ontario Hydro) .20 .50 4.80 5.10 6.00
* Total Large Users -II .70 1.70

.

2.80 6.00 9.00

Petroleum & Chemical II 1.70 2.00 2.70 3.00 4.00

Utilities & Institutional II .00 .00 .87 3.63 6.02

* indicates cost data plotted on Figures 5.14 and 5.15.
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to hal f the mean while for some cost functions extra runs were made with

the. standard deviation equal to the mean" The results o.f other addition

al runs made with a larger 18 section system and with a mttr for the

mains sections of six hours instead of three hours verified the conclu ..

.

stons fr9fl1 the main runs and provided no significant new infonnation.

The results of these additional runs will not be reported or discussed.

Table 5.5 tabulates the results from the ma;'n runs. Under "RUNS",

the table specifies whether the run was for lognormal restoration times

with standard deviations equal to mttr/2 (IN), for lognormal restoration

times with standard deviations equal to mttr (S.D. = m), or for exponen

tial restoration times (EXP). The "COST DATA"· column specifies the

interruption cost function data. Under "YEARLY INTERRUPTION COSTS", the

table reports: 'the yearly. interruption cost calculated .tJs·ing the average

durat lon (AVG)" the yearly interrupti on cost cal cul ated using the entire

duratf on distribution (DIST), and the error (ERROR) for load points nA"

and "C". The yearly interruption costs were calculated assuming that

there was at each load pOint 1000 kw peak demand.

As can be seen in Table 5.5 approximately half of the calculated

errors are less than 10%. Most of these can be considered to be zero

error since errors of o.nly a few percent can be attributed to statisti

cal variation. While the majority of the remaining errors are less than

25%, a significant number of errors were quite large (ranging from -43%

to +80%). The above· breakdown is not claimed to be representative of any

standard popu 1 at ton of users; rather 1 tis intended to provi de an i ndt

cation of the potential range of errors, With a diffe·rent set of cost

curves, durations, and distributions, the error breakdown would likely

differ. _
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. Table 5.5 Costing Errors Calculated for Eacl'l Simulation Run

Avg.

COST DATA YEARLY· INTERRUPTION COSTSRUN RUNS
,

Error
Dist. �

LOAD POINT A LOAD POIN't C

Error·
Dist. �. Avg.

Error = [(Average Cost/Distributed Cost) ": 1.0] x 100
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5.5.2 Comparison of Errors - Simulation And Quadrant Analysis
,

The errors· calculated from the simulations can be compared with the

predictions resulting from performing the quadrant analysis depicted in

Figure 5.13. First· the cost curves are normalized by dividing the data

by values which would cause· all of· the curves to intersect at the

average load point outage duration. Ten of the twenty-eight curves are

plotted in Figure 5.14 for the 1.15 hour average duration of Load Point

A and in Figure 5.15 for the 2.41 hour average duration of Load Point

C. Any data poi nt s equal to zero are plotted as be; ng equal to .0001

$/kw since log-log graphs are used. Table 5.6 contains the predictions

which are obtained using the graphs. The predictions are subjectively

derived by assigning for the LHS or RHS:

1) a "+" if that portion of the curve 'centr-lbutes a positive error

2) a"-" 1fthat portion of the curve contributes a negative error

3). a
..a" if the error is negligible or if it was not predictable

because the cost function crossed the zero error 1 i ne in that

side of the graph.

The table also contains the sum of the predictions and the errors

calculated from the simulations assuming exponentially distributed

restoration time and from the simulation assuming 10gnormally distrib

uted restoration times. There is a strong correlation between the pre ..

dictions and the calculations in that when the sum is "-" or "--" the

error is negative and when the sum is "+" or "++" the error is positive.

When the sum is "a .. the errors tend to be quite small. There are excep

tions to this tendency because of the subjective nature of the predic

tions. The main problem is that no account is taken of magnitude when
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Table 5.6 Comparison of Calculated and Predicted Costing Errors

load. Sign of Predicted Error Calculated Error
Curve Point LHS RHS Sum Exponential Lognonnal

0 A - - --. -43 ..35
B 0 - - -15 .. 10

L A + .. 0 -32 -27
B + 0 + .26 7

2 A + - 0 -27 -23
B + 0 + 16 4

3 A - 0 - - 4 - 3
B - .. -- -10 .. 8

4 A 0 0 0 1 - 1
B 0 0 0 5 .. 1

5 A .. + 0 8 2
B - + 0 3 .. 2

6 A - + 0 7 14
B .. + 0 1 10

7 A + + ++ 11 6
B + + ++ 15 3

8 A +. .+ ++ 39 25
B 0 + +. 16 3

9 A + + ++ 80 49
B 0 + + 28 6
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·summing a prediction associated with a large error and a prediction

associated with a small error of the opposite polarity. The most notable

examp1 es of th is are the sums for Load Poi nt A of cu ryes 1 and 2. The

sums are. zero but the simu1 at; on cal cu1 ations result in a signi ficant

negative error. The comparisons for these ten curves and the other

eighteen curves confirms that· a quadrant analysis could be used to give

a subjective yet fairly reliable qualitatiVe indicator of the error

likely resulting from using the average value instead of the entire

duration distribution.

5.5.3 Effect of Cost Curves and Duration Distributions

The . errors can be ·compared to investigate the effect of cost curve

shape, average interruption duration, the associ ated standard dev; ation

of duration, and· exponential or lognormal distributions. As was .tndt

cated earlier, using the average interruption duration instead of the

range of durations can result in significant error when the cost curve

is non-linear. Inspection of the cost data in Table 5.4 and the errors

in Table 5.5 ts facH itated by plotting the curves. Because of the

. range of costs and durations involved it is convenient to use the 10g-
. .

log plots of Figures 5.14 and 5.15 but it must be remembered that linear·

data plot perfectly as straight lines only when they have slopes of

zero, one or infinity. Inspection of the curves in Figure 5.14 and 5.15

and the other cost data in Table 5.5 reveals that the error is negli

gible for cost curves which are linear and that the error increases with

the degree of non-linearity •. Curves (such as for the total comercial,

total small industry, or total large users sample) which are aggregates
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of the costs of many smaller and different user groups tend to be linear

and have a sma11 error. curves whi ch are for more spec i fi c groups of

users with similar characteristics (such as for commercial SIC 843 or

1 arge non-metal mi nes) . tend to' have sharper break poi nts, be more non

linear, and have larger errors.' Because of the smoothing and lineari

zing effect resulting from aggregating types of users, there is. likely

less error involved in using only average durations when performing cal

culations for generation or composite reliability studies than for dis

tribution reli abil ity studies.

The main effect of varying the average interruption duration is to

change the location of the interruption duration di stribution with

respect to the cost curve break points and non-1inearities. 'Thus,

varying the average duration can act to increase or decrease the per

centage error. All other factors being equal, the error due to using

only the avera.ge duration tends to increase with the standard deviation

associated with the i nterrupt ion duration di stri burton, With a neglig-.

ib1e standard deviation, the cost estimated from the average duration

would be the true cost because the whole distribution would be located

at that average value. The shape of the distribution affects the degree
.

to which the non-linear portions of the cost function contribute to the

average cost. In most of the sets of runs, the ones assuming exponen

tially distributed restoration times yielded greater errors than the

ones assuming lognorma1ly distributed times. Much of this difference in

error can be attributed to the fact that the exponential distribution by

definition has a standard deviation equal to the mean while most of the

log normal distribution runs assumed a standard deviation equal to one
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hal f the mean. The lognormal runs that assumed a standard devi ation

equal to the mean yie·lded errors comparable to those of the exponential

runs.

5.6 Comparison of $/KWHR and $/KW Coefficient Forms

Interruption cost coefficients take two' basic forms: $/KW and

$/KWHR. The $/KW form refers to dollar cost per unit of electric peak

demand not supplied and usually is given as different values for

different durations. The $/KWHR form refers to dollar cost per unit of

electric energy not supplied and usually is assumed to not vary with

interruption duration. An' exception to this occurs when a $/KWHR co

efficient is synthesized from cost coefficients that are functions of

durations. Expected frequency and duration information is used to weigh

the various coefficients into a single $/KWHR value.

As discussed in Ch�pter 2, some interruption costing methodologies

result in $/KWHR estimates, some result in $/KW estimates and many can

result in either form. In. addition to havi n9' an understanding of the

characteristics and validity of each costing methodology, it would also

be useful to have an understanding of the di fferences that result from

the forms themselves •

.

One approach to 'I nvesti gat i ng the di fferences between the two forms

1s to study the errors tn. calculated interruption cost that result fran

varying the interruption duration but assuming that the costs change in

a linear fashion. The underlying reasoning is as follows. When cal

culating interruption cost with the $/KWHR coefficient, the coefficient

is mu 1 tip 1 i ed by the expected energy not supp1 i ed, The interruption
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durations and freq.uencies while not accounted for and possibly not known

c.ould be any practical combination that results in the same EENS pro

duct. Since the cost often varies non ... linearly with duration, th.e esti-
.

. mated cost could be in. error. Table 5.7 tabulates the calculations for

a set of example calculations. Assume that the expected energy not

supplied at a load point for a year ts 1 MWHR and that the demand is

constant throughout that period at 1 MW.· This value of EENS could

result from many different combinations of interruption duration and

frequency. Three example scenarios are: sixty 1 minute interruptions,

three 20 minute interruptions, or one 1 hour interruption. The table·

presents the cost estimates resulting from the use of Ontario Hydro

interruption cost coefficients for the Large User sector (39). The cal

culated cost varies drama�ically with the chosen scenario. Had a $/KWHR

coefficient been used the cost would not have varied with the

scenarios. Obvi ously applying a $/KWHR cost coefficient and ignori ng

variation with duration can result 1n large errors.

There is no viable method to determine the $/KWHR equivalent of

$/KW data without assuming a fixed interruption scenario. Thus the

absolute error involved in using $/KWHR data cannot be directly calcu

lated. However a useful indication of the potential errors involved can

be obtained by comparing for a range of typical $/KW cost data, the

costs calculated for typical durations. The data presented previously

in Table 5.5 can easily be used for such a study. 'Table 5.8 summarizes

the indices for Load Points A and C .of the example six section system.

These two load point calculations were chosen because their average

durations encompass the typical CAIDI val ues reported by utiliti es in
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Table 5.7 Effect of Constant EENS But Varyins F & D·.

Interruption Scenario

.' Sixty 1 Min •. • Three 20 Min. • '. One 1 Hour
Interrupti ons Interruptions lnterruption

EENS 1 MWHR·.. 1 MWHR. 1 MWHR

Cost Coeffic.i ent
OH Large Users $.70/KW $1�70/KW $2.80/KW

Cost Per Interrupti on $700 $1,700 $2,800

Totell Calculat�d Cost·: $42�00O $5,100 $2,800'

Table 5�8 .' Index Sununary .

. Interruption load . .toed
Indices Point A :Point C .

.

.

fafl ures/year 1.35 .85
hours/failu.re 1.15 2�41
hours/year .1.55 2.05

the CEA dtstr+but+on service continuity reports (87) •.. As Table 5.7

shows, the re 1 at; ve error can be qui te 1 arge when gre-atly di fferent
.

durations are being considered. Comparing the cost's for durations· whtch

are relatively close is of more practical. significance •.

5i nee· load is' assumed .constant , the EENS' is proport i ona 1 . t o: U

(hours of i nterrupt ton per' year)'. The' costs ca 1 cul ated wi tn '$/KWHR co

efficients would th.us be -proport tonal to the hours of interruption per
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· year. The ratio' of .' ULPC/ULPA ·can' be. compared' with . CLPC/CLPA

(ratio of costs 'calculated using the duration data) to' indicate the

relative error that would result from using the $/KWHR data•.

Tab 1 e 5.9 tabu lates. the cal cu 1 ated errors. The '. fi rst 1 ist i ng is

used 'as an. example� The Load Point A-. avera'ge: cost of $7:,592 is cal cula-
,

"

. ted. f.rom the .1.15 nrs., avera.ge interrupti on . duration, 1 •.3& f/year. aver-

age interruption frequency, 1,000 KW load, and the .small tndustr-f al cost

coefficients. The Load Point C cost of $7,879 is similarly calculated.

The ratio of hours of lnterrution per year for the two load. points is

· diVided by the ratio of cost s to yield the. relaMve error.' The 27�

average .error· indicates that.· S/KWKR data would nave resulted in a 27%

9r�ater' cost difference than·if t�e dur.ation spect ftc $ll<W data hadbeen .:

'

.

used. The last column, contains relative errors calculated in the '.S.ame

·

way as above. except that the entire distribution of dur'ations obtained

· . by the simulation are' used to" cal cul ate costs instead of just· the aver-.

age durati on.

The errors cal cul atedusfnq the average durations; the distribution

of durations from the exponential restoration ti� simulations, and the'

distribution.of durations.from.the lognormal restoration time .stmul a-

.t ions corre.lated; . The errors associated with the duration distributions·.

tended ,to be somewhat· sma'll er because. of· the
.

"smoothing.. effect

resulting from distributed values' instead. of a· single potnt value.

While a large number· of the cost .det'a sets resulted in small or negli

gible errors, many sets resulted. in significant or quite large errors.'

Thi.s indicates that the use of .the $/KWHR data form can result in ·large ..

and unacceptable errors.
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Table 5.9 Costing Errors Resultfng from Assuming a linear Cost functfon Sfmf1ar to S/I(WHR

RUN RUNS
I

LOAD POINT A LOAD POINT C

COST DATA
RELATIVE E�ROR
RESULTING AAOM

..............-------...-------'1. ASSUMING LINEAR
COST DATA

YEARLY I�TER�UPTION COST

, .

" Error .. (U1Pg / U1E!
.

CO�lpe/ OOSTlpa
_ 1.0 ) X 100
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The error can. be even larger' than. indicated by' Table S.9.· The

interruption cost function' nonlinearity and resulting error tend to

increase as the di fference in duration increases. Second, the cost

function nonlinearity is not the only source of error. The $IKWHR data

assumes a cost function that. passes through the origin. Since most

users however experience a significant cost for even a very short

momentary interruption, the error can be even larger. If the cost co

efficient includes a cost per interruption term as well as the cost per

KWHR term, then only the error resulting from cost function non1 inearity

would be present.

It can be concluded that the $/KWHR coefficient form is inappropri

ate when computing interruption costs at distri,bution load points.

These load points are usually dominated by only a single or few types of

users. At composite system load points, the user composition .is much

more varied. Usually aggregating user cost data types results in a more

linear cost function. In that case the error resulting from non

linearity is diminished and only the error related to the cost function

zero intercept remains. If, like the IEEE cost data (16, 17), the cost

function includes a per interruption component then the error may be

negligible or at least acceptib1e when being applied at a load point

with much user type diversity.

All of the above discussion on error concerns only the form of the

$/KWHR data. The methodology used to obtain the data may introduce even

larger errors.
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5'.7 Analytical Construction.pf Load·Point Index· Distributions

When performi ng rel tabt l ity studi es
.

or rel i abi11 ty cost ben:efi t

analyses; a deterrent to the .use of index distr.ibutions .ts the CPU time

requi rements .to perform simulations •. One alternate approach to obtain
.

the load point outage duratiori distribution is'to assume that all the
.
.. .

.

. ..'
.

'

.

. underlying' distri butions. are' exponential ..
and employ Patrons I

·simplHied'

equations for the Gamma" di.str;btition (75).' An attendant pr6bl� is the

possibi 1 ity of s·i gO.1 ficant errors. An a1ternati ve approach which. would

involv.e negligible error and little CPU time is to analytically con

struct ·the -l oad poi nt i nd; ce distributions ·

.. withot.Jt ··resort 1ng· to simu1il-
..

. ttons , Table 5.10 present the CPU times' for the simulation runs on a

DEC. 2060; computer and for· the: calculation time� of an analytical con- ..

·

struction .program run on a Texas Instruments 58 calculator. While the

analytical construction approach does. not yield· the Same amount of

information as the simulation approach; the computing . cost is much' less .•.

·Thi s secti on dtscusses an" approach to ana lyt.i ca11y· construct .

the

distributions for the load po+nt outage durations and: annual interrup

tion time tndtces ; Load point outage duration distribution.s produced by

.

a TI58/59 calculator program are presented. The outage duration dtstr+

butions were produced rather' than the annual interruption' time 'distribu

tions becausev the duratf on distributions .are the' most ·useful dt str+bu

tions and' because they .are much easter to produce than the. interruption

time dt str-ibut tons , The Poisson distributions of the load point failure

rate can be easily obtatned from the Poisson .equatton, The SAIFI and

SAlOl system performance indices are more difficult to obtain by the

suggested analytical approach while CAlOr may be impossible •.
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Table 5.1a Calculation Time Reguirements

Type· of 1# of Number of Out- Calculation
Calculation Years Load Points Put* Time

Min : Sec

Simulation Pro:sram:

Lognormal Restoration Times 5000 2 all 1:56

Exponential Restoration Times 5000 2 all 1:53

Lognormal Restoration Times 1000 3 all . :47

Exponential Restoration Times 1000 3 all :46

Lognormal Restoration Times 5000 3 all 2:55

Exponential Restoration Times 5000 3 all 2:45

Lognormal Restoration Tim�s 5000 3 partial 1:49

Lognormal Restoration Times 1000 3 partial :27

Lognormal Restoration Times 5000 9 all 18:40

Exponential Restoration Times 5000 ·9 all 18:02

T1:58/59 Pro:sram:

Lognormal Restoration Times N.A. 1 outage 15:00
duratioll

Exponential Restoration Times N.A. I outage 1 13:00

duratlo1
* NOTE: For 'the simulation program: !lAll" implies the distribution

hi stograms for the load poi nt i ndi ces , the load poi nt
interruption costs and the system performance indices while
"partial" imp1 ies only the histograms for· the load point
indices. The 1158/59 program· time is for the distribution ·of
the load point outage duration for 1 load point and includes the
time for the operator to input and output data.
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5.7.1 Derivation of Analytical Formula
for Load Point Outage Duration

A· formula describing the distribution of the interruption duration

can be obtained from an inspection of the .probabllistic mechanics

involved. The qualifying assumptions are ones that are commonly made in

distribution system reliability evaluation:

1) system is in the down state much less than in the up state and

no load poi nt interrupti on is caused by the fai 1 ure of more

than one coaponent ;

2) component failures are independent of each other.

3) for each component, the time-to-failure density function and

time-to-repair density function are independent.

Let i indicate any component i which can affect the load point of
interest

r'i = interruption duration due to component i

Ai :;: fail ure rate of component. i

As = I:Ai = failure rate of the load point

Given that a failure has occurred:

P[R=rJ = probability that the interruption duration will equal·
r hours

= I: P[component i fa; led] P[Ri=r]
. i

P[R=r] = I: i Ai· P[R;=r]
------A------�--�

s

To obtai n the probabi 1 i ty dens 1 ty
interruption duration fR(r):

f R (r) = I:i Ai fRi{r)

(5-6)

function for the load point

As

The interval probability fonm of Eq. (5-6) is

(5-7)

P( rl < R � r2] ;: _I:_i A_l_'_P__[ ......rl_<_R_i_<_r.-2.::,J
As (5-8)

-
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The basic equation for the average interruption duration can be

obtained.

rs = expected interruption du.ration

= E [R]

=

(r) dr

•

•• rs = t.i A i

1: A
i i

E[R;]

This of course is the conventional formula used for the average

interruption duration.

5.7.2 Derivation of Analytical Formula for Annual Interruption
Time oi stri but ion

Unlike for the interruption duration, obtaining a general formula

for the annual interruption time distribution is not a simple matter.

The main difficulty stems from the fact that the total interruption time

in a year may result from a number of failures of separate components.

Both ·the joint probability density function for a component failing more

than once in the same year and the joint density function for separate

components .al1 failing in the s.ame year are involved. A .formula for the

density function of the annual interruption time is derived below for a

.

load point where three components contribute to the interruption time.
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The same qual; 1'yi ng assumptions are made as for the interruption dura ..

tion distribution.

Let· ui = hours of interruption to the Ioad point of interest in
that given year due to component f

f; II number of failures of component i in the given year

JRi II duration of interruption J of component i
.

. For a three component system (i=l, 2, & 3) in any given year:

P[Us � u] = probability that the annual interruption time equals u

hours per year

= P[Ul=U]' P[f2,f3=O] + P[U2=U] • P[fltf3=O] + P[U3=u] • P[fl,f2=0]
+ P[Ul+U2=U] • P[f3=0] + P[Ul+U3=U] • P(f2=0] + P(U2+U3=u] • P(fp:O]
+ P(Ul+U2+U3=U] (5-9)

For the special care of Us = 0,

P[Us�O] = P[Us=O Ifl+f2+f3 ;0] P(fl+fZ+f3 ;0] + P[fbf2,f3 =0] (5-10)

where the first term on the R ..H.S. is calculated by the earlier formula

Eq. (.5!"'9). Of course in a real system, if U=O, then by definitf.on no

interruption has occurred and only the second term of Eq. (5 .. 10)

applies.

ConSidering the first three terms on the RHS of Eq. (5-9):

P(Ul=u] = P(frll] P[Rl=u] + P(fl=2] P[IRl+2Rl=u] + •••

.

+P[fl=n] P[lRl+2Rl+ ••• nRl=uJ .. (5-11)

where n is some sufficiently large integer. Simi1arily for ptU2=U] and

P[U3=U].

Considering the fourth, fifth and sixth terms on RHS of Eq. (5-9):

P[UI+U2=U] = P[fl=l] P[f2=1] P{lRl+IR2= u] +

P[fl=2] P[f2=1] PEIRl+2Rl+lR2 = u] +

•••• +
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similarly for P[u2+U3 = u] and P[ul+U3 = u]

Considering the last tenn on the RHS of Eq. (5 ..9):

P[Ul+U2+U3 = u] = P[fl=l] P[f2=1] P[f3=1] P[lR1+1R2+1R3au] +

P[f1=2] P[f2=1] P[f3=1] P[lRl+2Rl+1R2+1R3;1U] + ••• +

p[f1=n] P(f2=n] pi f3=n] P[lRI+ •••+nRl+1R2+ •••+nR2+1R3+. � .+nR3=u] (5-13)

where n = the maximum number of interruptions 1n a year.

Evaluation of the tenns of Eq.• (5-11, 5-12), and (5-13):·

P[fi=m] = ( At)m e At (assuming a Poisson fai lure rate,
. m! t = 1 year, AD Ai) (5-14)·

P[Ri=u] can be found from the probability density function of R(r).

S1 nee a program to generate the re 1 i abi 1 i ty i ndi ces and thei r

distributions must deal with intervals of r or u and not the whole

continuim, equations for the interval pr�babilities are given next;

P[u1 < Ri < u2] = Probability that R1 is equal to a duration in the
..

-

interval from ul up to and includi ng u2-

u2)
.. L t -.!h.

. r r

=1. .e dt = e - e

r u1
.

where an exponential restoration activity is assumed and r = mttr

(5-15)

If the restoration activity is assumed to have a log-normal dis

tribution the interval probabilities are given by:

(5-16)

where: FR(r) = 1

�

2
-2-

e2 dx

(5-17)
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which ts the standard nonnal probability integral form of the log-normal

cumulative distribution function.

m·· and a are the parameters. of the related normal

distribution. ·The mttr = e� + tl-/2 and the variance of the restoration

distribution = a; .

= e2m + 202 - e2m + C?.. A closed form solution for

the integral of Eq. (5-16) cannot be found but the probabi 11 ty va 1 ue

from the def; nite integral can be obtat ned manually from tables or in

the case of a program, the value can be obtained from available computer

system library functions or subroutines. An example 1s the IBM built-in

function ERF(X) which give.s the value for the error function (88):

erf{x) =

� ��e-t2 dt

.If the restoration activity is assumed to have a gamma distribu

tion the interval probabilities of Eq. (5-16) must be calculated from

the incomplete gamma function which also has no closed form solution

(89). The probabilities can be approximated. by using numerical

integration.
.

Other distributions could also be assumed but for the

purposes of analytically constructing the reliability· index

distributions,
.

the algorithm. must be such that the computer time

required to obtain. interval probabilities can not be unacceptably long.

The terms of Equations (4..12), (4-13); and (4-14) which involve

annual times resulting from two or more failure durations .are considered

next. The interval probabilities will be derived. For the two failure

terms, the probability 'associated with the area delineated in Figure

5.16 must be calculated. Equation (5-19) gives. these probabilities

while Equation (5-20) gives it for the log-normal case. Similar
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equations can. be obtained for the tenns involving three or more failure

durations. The shaded area in Figure 5.16 is used to calculate

P[u1 < x+y ! u2].

y

upper limita s= U2 - x

lower limita s= U1 - x

Figure 5.16: Two Failure Tenn Integral Area

fy (y) = 1 e- (1 09 y-myr�20� .

y Oy \j2ft
fx (x) = 1

xo<.rzJtZx'

P["!ex + y � "2] • X="t="2-xjfX'y (x,y) dx dy

X=U�y=U2-XJ'
x=o y=u1-x

=' fx{x) fy(y) dx dy stncex is independent of Y
x·o y=u1-x . (5-19)

y > 0
. (5-18) .

2 2
e-(log x-a ) /20.x x x > 0
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(5-20)

Equation (5-20)' and the similar integrals with more variables do

not have a closed fonn solution. The most feasible approach in a

computer program is to approximate the probabil ities us; ng numerical

integration. Compared with the univariate case of Equation (5-16),

these multivariate probabilities are more likely to involve excessively

long computation times. However, analytical construction of the Annual

Interruption Time Distribution may still be feasible if care is taken in

programmi.ng to ensure that:

1) the· number of integration intervals is not greater than

accuracy demands

2) in Equation (5-11),. (5-12) and (5-13) n, the maximum number of

interruptions in a year is not greater than accuracy demands

3) as much advantage as possible is taken of redundancy in the

calculations

4) . efficient algorithms are used to calculate the point

probabil it i es

5) distributions assumed for the restoration activities are ones

whi ch requi re on 1y reasonable poi nt probabi 1 i ty cal cu 1 at ion

times.

Analytical construction of the Interruption Duration Distribution

only requires the calculation of univariate interval probabilities. The

required computational time 1s thus not long and is not an obstacle to

the use of a construction program.
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5.7.3 Example of Analytical Construction of Load Point Outage Duration

The sample system used in this example' is the same one used earlier ..

and is depicted in Figure. 4.1. The calculations giving the average

values for the load point indices are repeated in Table 5.11 for load

potnts A and B. The simulation and analytical construction for the

example assume all times exponentially distributed except for the repair

times. which have a log-normal distribution with the standard deviation

equal to .5 hours. Since for .each load point only four components

contribute to that load points' outages; Equation (5-8) becomes: .

P[rl < R � r2] =

AtPC r�R�.r2]+ A2P( r�R2.�:.r2]+ As. P[ r�R�r2J+ A.t or 5 or 6 P( rt!.R4 or 5 or '6�r2]
As'
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T�ble 5.11 Calculation of Indices for the Sample System - Case 1

Load Point A Load Point B
·A r Ar A. r Ar

Component rr;r: hrS hrs/yr 17Yr hrs hrs/yr

Pr1marl Main

Component.1 2m section .2 3.0 .6 .2 3.0 .•6

Component 2 3m section .3 .5 .15 .3 3.0 .9

Component 3 .1m section .1 .5 .05 .1 .5 .05

Prlmarl Lateral

Component 4 3m section .75 1.0 .75

Component 5 2m section -- .50 1.0 .5

Component 6 1m settion - ..

- -- - ---.....

.

1.35 1.15 1.55 1.1 1.86 2.05

Load Point Load Point
A B

A - fail ures/year 1.35
.

1.10

r - hours/failure 1.15 1.86

u - hours/year 1.55 2.05

..
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As in Equation (5-15) the exponential terms become:

. where m = mean-time-to-restoration for the manual sectionalizing

act i vi t·i es

As in Equation (5-17) the lognormal terms become

..
. Jln�r2)-mxP[r1 < R � r2] =

2
1 x

.

-t /2 dt
1

(Zit e -

(Zit
-00

a
x

.

2
-t /2

e
. dt

(5-21)

where:

ax =41n (02 + m2) - 1n (m2)

mx = 1n (m) - oi
-r

m = mttr of lognormal repair

a = standard deviation of lognormal repair

Equation (5-21) can be computed by calculating

X = 1n (r) - III

o

and finding Q(X) where Q is the standard normal probability integral.

Tables 5.12 and 5.13 show the resulting calculations for the first
.

.

seventeen fnterva1s of interruption duration for load pOints A and B of

case 1. The tables also compare the probabilities calculated from the

construction equations with the probabilities cal cul ated from the

'simu1ation program· histogram frequencies. The probabi lities are in

close agreement. The small differences can be attributed to random

error inherent in a probalistic simulation and to the inability of

random variate generators to generate perfect sets of variates (83).
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Note that in this example, only three distributions are needed

although there are four components for each load point. Components' with
ident i ca 1 di stri but ions are comb; ned by aggregat i ng thei r respecti ve

weighting factors. For example: in the case of load point A outages of

both components 2 and 3 result tn manual sectional1 z.i ng times with means

of .5 hrs. and are exponentially distributed. The weighting factor

become:

AI AS = A2 + A3
. AS

The .parameter values for the calculations are:

Load Point A

Component 1 m1 == 3.0 hrs. 01 = .5 hrs

0xl = � In f.52 + 32) - 1n (32)
lognormal repair

:; .1655 hrs

mxl = 1n (3) - �65512
= 1.0849 hrs

Component 2

Component 3
.

ox3 = .4724

mx3 = -.1116

Load Point B

Component 1

Component 2

Component 3

m2 == .5 hrs

m3 == 1.0 hrs

exponential sectionalizing time

l09normal repair

ml - 3.0 hrs al = .5 hrs
oXl == .1655 hrs
mXl == 1.0849 hrs

lognormal repai r

m2 - 3.0 hrs 02 = .5 hrs
C1x2 == .1655 hrs
mX2 == 1.0849 hrs

mg - 1 hour 03 = .17 hrs
oX3 II .1688 hrs
mx3 == _.0142 hrs

lognormal repair

lognormal repair
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Tebl. ,.12 InTervel probebill'tl� of Load f'oln't A Ou'tege D�e'tlons - Case I. LognOnleI Repelr

I nftrrup't Ion o .3 .6 .9 1.2· I.' 1.8 2.r 2.4 2.7 3.0 3.:5: 3.6 3.9 4.2 4.5 ••8 ,.1

ifOurs)· .

QIs'trlbu'tlon I .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0013 .•0178 .0837 • i870 .2431
-, �2i20 . ..1369 .0705 .0305 .01 " .00J9 . •0012

Ols-trlbutlon 2· .•4512 .2476 .1359 .0746 ·.0409 .0225 .0123 �0068 .0037 .0020 .0011 .0006 .0003 .0002 .0001 .0001 ·9000

Dls'trlbu'tlon 3 .0104 .188� .3062 .2278· .1301· .0675 .0340 .0171 .0087 .0045 .0023 .0013 .OQ07 .0004 .0002 .0001 .0001

Cons'truc1'ed Load .

.PoInt ·..robebl Il'tl. .1395 .1782 .2104 .1487 .0844 ;0443 .0252 .0239 .0336 .0J91 .0330 .0212 .0109 .0048 .0019 .0007 .0002

Slmule'tlon
Probebl i l'tles .t370 .1811 .2138 .1362 .0809 .0465 .0274 .0248 �0336 .0449 .0228

"
.0251 .0128 .0037 .0022 . • 0009 .0001

.

SImule'tlon 921 1218 1438 916 544 313 184 167 226 302 194 169 86 25 15 6 1
. Frequencies

Ob'trlbu'tlon f: 1 O9nor'lllll I repelr. III1"tr - .3.0 hrs •• S.D•••5 hrs.·

A I As • �I As ••211.35 � .,481

. ·O·I.s'trlbu1'lon 2: exponen'tlel lIIIIIIuel. sec1'lonellzlng. m ••5 trs.

A I As • ( � + Jv,)/As· (.3 + .1 )/1.35 ••2963

Ols'trlbutlon 3:
.

I09nOl"llllI repelr. m't'tr • 1.0 hrs •. S.O� ••5 hrs.

AI>.. �/As ..•75/..35 ••5556 ....

�



InterruptiOn o .3 06 .9· 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 . 2.4 2.7 3.0 3;3 3.6 3.9 4.2 4.5 4.8 5.1

Table 5.13 Interval Probablllt,es of Load Point B outaS!! �atlons - Case 1. L09nOl"lllllI Repah-.

Duration (·Hours)

DlsiTlbutlon 1 .•1;1000 .•0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0013 .0171' ·.0837 .1870 .2431· .21.20 .t369 .0705 • 0305· .0115 . .00:» .0012

Distribution 2 .451.2. .2476 .1359 .0746 .0409 .0225 .0123 .0068 .0037
.

·0020 .0011 .0Q06 .oqo3 .0002 .0001 .0001 .0000

.Dlstrlbutlon 3 .0104. • 1886 .3062 .2278 .1301 .0675 .0340 .0171 �008.7 .0045 .0023 . .001.3 .0007 .0004· .0002 .0001 .0001.

Constructed LOad
Point Probabll Itles �O457 .1082 .•1515. .U03 .0628 .0333 '0246 .0464 .0893 .,127 .0975 .0629· .0324 .0140 .0053 .0018 .0006

SI.,llItlon

Pi"obabilities .0437 .1094 .1467 •.1072 .0642 .0325 .0230 .04� .0923 .1145 .Q945· .•0662 .03'52 .0136 .0054 .001' .•0005

SimulatIon 241 603 809 '91 354 179 127 273 !IO!I 631 521 365 194 75 30 8 3

Frequencies

.

.

:
.

.

. ..... .

.

.

.

Distribution I: I ognOl"lllll I repair •. tnt1:r - 3.0 ·lrs•• S.o•.••5 Irs •

.

'AI A. • CAl + A2)/ As ·"C.2 + .3)/1.1 • .4545

DI�trlbut'on 2: exponential lI!IIIIulIl seCtlonallzlng•._ ••5 Irs.

AIAs. A:s!Xs• .I/I�t •..0909

.Dlstributlon 3: 1 09nOt'llll I repair • .ttr. 1.0 Irs. S.D•••5 hrs.

AI As· �I As • .511., • .4545

t::
. U)
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The above approach can be appl i ed to other ·configurations and

systems such as in the example calculations of Sections 4.1 and 5.2. A

complication arises 1n situations such as that of Load Point C, Case 3

of Section 4.1. As can be seen 1n Table 3.5, the 1 m primary main

section and the 1 m primary lateral result in repair activities. How

ever, both the 2 m and 3 m primary main sections result in two different

. possible activities: switching (average of 1 hr.) when the alternate

supply has a low load and repair (average of 3 hrs.) when the alternate

supply load is high. The approach of using a restoration ·time (average'

of 2 hrs.) which is a weighted average of the two activities cannot be

used when the activities do not involve identical duration distribu

tions. Instead, the respective restoration times must be.maintained and

the wei ghting factors modi fied by the transfer probabilities. Table

5.14 shows the calculations and gives the constructed and simulated

interval probabilities.

As these calculations indicate, distributions associated with the

load point outage durations can be obtained easily. For very small

systems such as the example one, even a set of manual calculations can

suffice. For larger systems, a computer program becomes necessary but

the programming effort and comput.ing time involved is considerably less.

than that for the simulation approach.

To demonstrate the ease of obtaining distributions even without

ready access to a computer, a program for the TI-58 or TI-59 program

mable calculator was developed. The program is capable of calculating

the interval probabi tities of the load poi nt outage durations for any

number of components wi th any mi xture of exponent 18 1 and 1 ognorma 1 .



Interruption o .3 06 .9. 102 105 108 2.1 2.4
.

2.7 '.0 ,., 3.6 3.9 4.2 4.5 4.8 5.1

T.ble 5.14 Inierv.1 Probabilities of Load Point C Outage OU,.i!tlons - case '« LojJnOl"lllllI Repal,.

!Iou,.s'

l)lstrlbuf'lon 1 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000. .0000 .0013 .0t78 .0837 .1870 .2431 .2120 .'369 .0705 .0305 .011� .0039 .0012

DIstribution 2 .2592 .1920 .1422 .105" .0781 .0578 .0428 .0317 .0235 •0t74 .0129 .0096 .•007.- .0052 . .OO� .0029 .0021

Olstrlbuf'lon 3 �OI04 • 1886 .3062 .2278 .• 1301 .0675 .0340 .0171 .0087 .004' .0023 .•0013 .0001 .0004 .0002 .0001 . .0001

Constructed Load
PoInt ProbabIlIties .0793 .11zO .1319 .0980 �0612 .0374 .0299 .0488 .0865 .1066 .0918 ·.0596 .03Q .0142 .0059· .0025 .0012·

ShlUlation
.0835Probebl I I ties.' .0191 .1161. .1281 .0949 .0601 .0366 .0330 .0491 .0882 .1059 .•0600 .0.'$14 .0179 .0077

.

�0026 .0007

40s . 142
,

SflMllatlon 340 499 553 �I 166 211 319. 455 359 258 135 17 33 II 3

F,.equencles

DIstrlbuf'lon t s
: lognonaal ....,.1,.. 1IIt1r - 3.0 ...... 5.0•••5 ""s.

sl nee· ir.ns fer probeb III tv • .5· : for 2 ia and 3 I) .pI'l-V .. I ns ca I cu late pert lal we Ight I ng fectOl's • .5 A

fOr DIstributIon 1: A/A, ••5 A, ...5A2 + ?n ••4118
.85s

DIstributIon 2: �ntl.1 swltl;hfng t ....; •• 1 hr.

A I As ••5 A, + .; A., ••2941
.•85

DIstribution 3: togllOl'"lAl . ....,al,.. 1IIt1r • 1.0 hrs. S.D•• ·.5 hi-s.· .�
...

At As· A_./.85" .2941
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distributiol'ls� The operator must perform a failure inodes and effect

analysis as outlined in Section 4.1 and then provide the parameter

values and weighting factors for each distribution. The total time to

obtain the interval probabilities for one load point tn the above

examples was about fifteen minutes. This includes the time required by

the operator to input and output data •. Table.5.10 compares the calcula

tion times of the simulation program and the TI:58/59 program. Appendix

C provides the program listing and related information.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

Many different approaches are available to determine user interrup

tion cost coefficients; the most prevalent and practical ones involve

gross economic activity indices (eg. GNP/KWHR) and user surveys to

determine duration/user specific interruption costs (eg. $/KW). While

the GNP/KWHR type data has the advantages of ease of determination and·

application, the $/KW survey data has the advantages of greater accuracy

and validity and the ability to differentiate between user types and

interruption scenarios. Much effort is being devoted to the improvement

of interruption cost collection methodology and to the actual collection

of data but major shortcomings still exist for appl1catton purposes:

1) theoretical basis and validity of interruption cost methodolo

gies still not fully developed

2) much of the data a 1 ready co11 ected is not based on sound

definitions and methodology

3) there is a lack of data on variation of costs with factors such·

as user characteristics (eg. size or geographical location) .and

interruption characteristics (eg. interruption duration or time

of occurrence).

At present there is, already. available data of sufficient validity to

perform useful interruption worth analyses.

Many studies. have been performed on the optimization of generation

system reHab; 1 ity by the appli cation of interruption worth data in

cost/benefit analyses. Such studies have been. and continue to be

limited to the considerat10n of generation adequacy rather than security
...
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because of the immature state of the art of security assessment. The

results and conclusions of all these studies are of restricted applic

ability because generation adequacy indices are relative indicators not

absolute measures of rel1ability and because presen'tly available inter

ruption worth data does not adequately include the indirect effects of

generation type interruptions which tend to be of a large scale. 'ReH

abi 1 ity indi ces based on the Frequency and Du-rati on approach are more

suitable for reliabilty worth assessment than the LOLE type indices.

Presently there appea,r to be at least three major approaches avai 1;.. ,

able which utilities can' utilize when performing cost/benefit studies of

generation reliabil1ty. Sanghvi's LOLP and linear programming optimiza-
, tion program performs an overall general optimization including factors

such as capital,. operating, and interruption costs and uncertainty of

resource unava1-1ability. It is computationally effi.cient but of limited

dependability and validity. The Decision Focus Over/Under approach uses

a somewhat more absolute prediction of reliabil ity but does not perform

an optimization of resource mix and does not adequately incorporate the

effects of interruption characteristics, such as frequency and duration.

Poore's approach uses a more appropriate and absolute predictor of reli

ability and incorporates fairly adequately the factors which affect

interruption cost. This approach is not presently available as part of

an overall generation expansion optimization package but can readily

utilize a utility's present F & D reliability program.

,

Few studies have been performed on the optimization of composite

system reliability because composite reliability assessment itself is a

still developing technique which is not yet in widespread use. Ulti-



mately the application of reli abil ity worth to composif
•

a valuable and appropriate one because the indices will be more �

measures than the generation indices and because load point. reliability

will be evaluated as well as system reliability. The University of
- -

Saskatchewan compos i te re1i abi1 i ty program tlCOMRELtI was uti 11 zed in an

-example costing application and to provide indications as to the

problems that can arise in practical composite reliability worth

studie�. -

'1iistributi on system re 1 hbil ; ty assessment results in fai rly

absolute measures of user reliability. The indices are amenable to com

bi nation with interruption cost data in rel i ability worth assessment.

Reliability worth data is most applicable in distribution system studies

(as compared with generation or composite studies) because the interrup

tions are usually 10c�1 random interruptions of a small scale and do not

result in large _

indi rect costs or effects. )
-

Package programs to perform distribution system reliability optimi

zat i on do not appea r to be
_

commercially avail ab 1 e but thisis at least

c
-

.

.
.

.

in part the case because such programs are relatively easy to develop by

the utility users themselves and because the theoretical basis is

extremely simple. - The thesis discusses considerations and problems

associated with applying reliability worth in distribution system

studies.

One of the main problems identified is that the interruption

duration indices used to evaluate interruption costs in generation, com�

posite, and distribution studies are the average values of the particu

lar measure of reliability. Interruption cost function nonlinearities
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can· result in large errors if- the variation of duration about the mean

is ignored •... A study of the probability distributionS associated with.

d�istribution system inte.rruption durations was uneertakento in.vestigate·

the potential. costing errors." An .addf tt onal incentive .to study. the
.

.

.

indiCe distrfbuttons is that index distributional ;,nfotmation has many
'. .'

.' ..

poten�ially valuable appltcat+ons aside from inter·ruption costing� The :

distributions obtained by the probabilistic simulation program for the

Load Point· fai lure Rate, Outage Duration, and Annual Interruption Time
.

.

and for the SAlOl; SAIFI; and CAWI sys:tem performance indices are

presented and discussed.

I f restoration tfmes can be assumed to be -exponent i al ly
'

distri.-:

'buted, the load point ol,Jtage duration can' be approximated as being gaJlll1a

di stri buted ,

..

Often :. restoration times .. can not be assumed to be·

. exponentially distributed and in these cases the duration distributton

cannot genera:11y be"..represented by a gamma distriblition�· . The di stntbu

ti on may ·.be multi�modal and not. d.escribable by any known· di stri buti on.

The thesis dtscusses var+at+on of'distribution shape with:
.

1)· dtstri but; ons underly; ng the rest.orat t an processes

2) distribution means (te , index values)

... 3) di st ri but ton standard dev; at i ons .

4) .

system configurati on· and, operation

5) pes it ion 1'0. system -".

6) size of sections

7) size of system.

The distribution system simulations were utilized' to investigate

the interruption cost distributions and the errors resulting from using
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average durations.to calculate costs. The costs for twenty-three cost

functions', wAich were choosen to represent the 'range' of functions, indi-'

cates -, that
.

while in the majority of cases the error is likely' to be
.

.

.

negligible or- ol'1:1y moderate', in· a· significant number: of cases the· error.

can-be quite 1arge� Curves whien are aggregates of· the costs of many

sma ller and dl fferent
.

user. groups tend to be : 11 near and have a . small'

er+or , Curv.es for more specific groups of users with similar character

i sti cs tend, to have sharper' break poi nts, be more non-.1 i near, and have

larger errors. Because of user aggregation, there is likely less error

involved in using on1y.average durat tons when per'forming calculations

for· generation of composite reliability studies than for. distribution

�el jabi 1 ity ·studies. '.

The 'use or a $/KWHR: interruption cost coefficient form as compared'

with a durati on spec; fi c . $/KW interrupti on cost coeffi c i ent fo·rm is

investigat:ed. It is concluded th'at the: $IKWHfLform.c,an result in signi-

fieant errors.' due to the cost function nont+near+ty. The duration

specific $/KW form 'is deemed more. appropriate' for .interruption costing

especially in distribution system studies •

. . A major deterrent to the use or outage durat ton distributions in

reliability'studi.es and in: interruption costing .tn particular is that

simulation programs' used to obtain the tndex distributio.tis require ·fair-·

1y large. amounts. of Cp·U t1�� 'In the thesi s , simpl e formul as to"

analytically construct the Load Point Outage Duration and Annual Inter

ruption Ti'me Distribution, are presented •. By means of tabular examples
.. and a calculator program it "is . shown that analytical. construction of .

Load Potnt Outage. Duration Distributions can .be easy, feasible and com

putationallyefficient.
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APPENDIX A:' . OISTRIBUTION· ·SYSTEM SIMULATION" PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND

FLOWCHART

The basic. distribution
.

system modeJ this program'simulates is a

.

manua 1- sect i onal i zed. pdmary: rnai n, wi ttl . or·wi thout an alternate' supply. '.

.

.

.
. .

.

Combinations·.of load transfe'r probabilities, individual switching times, ..

solidly connected, laterals, etc. are all possible byinserti.onof the

proper data •.

. The .'
program uti 1 i zes . monte· car.lo techn·i qiJes· to generate·· fai 1 ure :

times, repai r durations, and switchi 1\9 times for. manual sectionaliting,

alternate feeders, and fuses. Exponential, lognormal, normal, and ganrna

distributions can be selectec, Based on a given MTTF. ·for each sect ton,

the f1 rst fail ure t i.me- for each e 1 ament is. randomly generated. from an
.

exponential ··distribution.· The. faillfre<times·.are -then-queued , and
..
the

clock is stepped to the first failure.· A restor.ation time for' the

failed section. is. then generated .based on that section's MTTR.· After

the restoration; a new failure· time is generated for' the repaired

element, and that time is returned to .the queue.

After each year a record ·of 'events 150 'kept,' including" the number of

tnterruptf ons , number of failures, and" outage" durations: of . each
..

section" Oistributiona'l information t s plotted on histograms in the

output of the program if the eppropr-tate flag is set tn the input.· If a

di fferent· fl ag is. set, . 'after each i nte.r.rupti on the i nterrupt i on costs

are calculated and after· each year. the system performance indices cal-
.

culated ....
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The program contains internal documentation. Including, comments,

the programis 124S.lines.long. It is written in Fortran. Typical CPU

times are listed in Table 5�10�

A general i zed flow chart is shown on the followi ng page.
.



1.57 .

INITIALIZE VARUBLES

GENERATE FAILUU TIMES StJB.ROUTlNES :
GAMMA
LGNIK
EXPORT
GAUSS

DETEltMlNE N£Xi' ELEMENT .

'to FAIL

SBRT SYSCST
CALCULATE
PERFORMANCE
INDICES &
INTERRUPTION

COSTS

TOTAL RESULTS FOR
.

WftOLE YEAll

SECTION INTQlUIPTION DATA PUT IN

OUTPUT VECTORS

SUBROUTINES:
WRID
RIST

GENElIATE REPAIR &
SWITCHING TIMES

CALCULATE & RECORD REPAIR TlMES. OUTAG!S. ETC. DEPENDENT
ON SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

GENERATE NEW FAILURE TIMES
FOR REPAIRED ELEMENT & QUEUE

FIGURE A.l SIMULATION PROGRAM FLOW CHART
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APPENDIX B: Distributional Dependence of CAIDI
.

'�

AS, discussed in Section 5.1, the CAIDI index average is independent

'of the underlying, distributions when calculated for t'he entire simula�

t fon per-Iod, ,When calculated as the average' of the, ,CAIDI indices for

each year, CAIDI however'1s dependent on the underlying dtstr-tbut tons,

The reason for this dependence is that this calculation of CAIDI con

sists of dividing two factors" each of which has an associated dtstrtbu

tion. Dividing two sets of added numbers is not equivalent to adding
sets of divided numbers:

eg.

A + B ,+ G �, A + B + C
X+Y+Z X Y,L

where: '

A,B,e ,= hours of customer tnterrupt tons

X,Y"Z =', number of customer interruptions

The calculations for the "other" CAlOI, and for the SAlOl, SAIFI,

and, load point indices consists of dividing a set of distributed' nU,mbers
,

.

by some constant, and thus thei r averages are diStrlbutionally independ�'
.

. ...

ent. "Fortunately, for large systems, differences resulting from the two'
approaches to 'calculating CAIOI averages, tend to be negligible, due to

"the fact that variation in CAIDI from year to year is 'not great.
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Appendix C�.Analytical Construction Program. ,

Flowchart For Texas Instruments TI 58/59' Pro8r�ble Calculator

* Indicates func·tion to be :
.

performed by operator, not
internal part of program.

.

For

Exponential
Distribution

..

* Interrogate Rll to R29 for Interval Probabilities



AlW.l'fICAL COHSTlWCTION
TITLE or I1ftElWJl'TION DUllATION PAGE-1-0F-l.._
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T1AogrommabIe�
Program Record'1:YPRoGRAMMER

.

Eduard W01szypald DATE. Stptd82

,..._
P8I't11lolllng(0p 17) 13,1. 9 1,91 UbraIy ModuIe_..MASTIB._..... ·PrIntet �, _

Defhlt
PROGRAM OESC�IPTION

Calculat.. interval probabilities of exp9Ulltial ./01' 10poru1 distribut:f.ou. 1.e.
�S .

,.r(.J-1)S�s.JsJ-.f(Ai/l.) (fi{t)elt where: fi(t)· probability deuity� A t��SJ
f�tioos of .i clistc1butioaa • .J - 1. Z••• 19 iDt.rvels. III each Pa•• : operator

inputs par...ter••. proar" senerate. elistributioo probabilitie•• sultiplie. each

probability by It. weilhtina factor (A ills) uel aciela each weighted probability to

the other probabilities for that .interval.

USER INSTRUCTIONS
STEP �EDURe ENTeR PfleSS

1 Cl..r �rie•. 2uel CMa

Z IDter IDterval Width S . S C

3 IDter St8adard Deviationf"x tl'x D

4 IDter �u lIZ IIIX E

S IDter Waiahtina Faetor (A il i\ s) )111.. 2ad I

6 Go to 0 ADd Claar Flass . RS'r
•

7 If Expoaautial Distribution, Set Flag 2nd m'L 2

C 8 StHt hoar-- .B./S
9 Proar" Will Di.play Interval Numbers (It)

ud Probabilitie. iD Cycle.
10 0Il� All 19 IDterva! Probabilities are

. LASeLS (Op 08)

Calculated. PrOiraa Display. 10000

1lA If More Compoueut. to b. Mel": Redo Step.

3, 4. S, 6, 7 ud 8

111 If No More CoI!pon81lu to be Mded: To Interval

OISPI.AY
-

]

S

tF

Obtain Interval Prob4biliti•• : Interrogate Numbers K aCt.

Data baisters all to 1129
• N-lC+10eU,12 •• 2'

12 To I"-ute Another T.naci p!)i;' .. Dis ..•4 ......4 ..... � ........ "",.i.. .. q ...... 1

i
I

Kr"'.� ....,ll
. I

10000 I

•

useFi DEFINED KEYS DATA REGISTERS. (I!!!l_ )

� -&_tm .t. _1iiI_Ci!l_ I,1!':!_[§J_IJ!!Ii_:!ii !l!l_
3t_Xl_CD_CE_m_aD_
__G_I!m_CD_'!!i.Il_c:::J..,;
:E_CiJ_.. ...:.ID_ .. _ ..�
_______ ll_,{EI_
____a_BI _

________"_GI_
____ ID _

__BII_D _

-_-

,

• USED BY ML-14
• USED BY ML-14
c tNTD.VAL WDml(S)
D �
• •

• INDIlECT • i\ i/1\x
1 ML-14 I PCO<lliS 1
I ML-14 I PCS (ll5 2S1
3 ML-14 3 PC2S( a� 351
• S-INTEltVAL WI1ml • PC3S < It i 4Sl

, Si1IIilarly for
•
alS to 1129

•• SIR - Q(X)
r "1/1\.
co

, _MEAN

.� -STD. DEV
,
r:!

•
r1(or ,(»

• K-' ...# •

oil

'I 'I ' I '1 •

,otn _

..

.'

A.AGS

_0...... 1
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PROGRAMMER Eduard Woc;1zyp!!d.

PAGe-LOF_2_

DATE S'Rt. 182

TI AogrommobIe Jdin.
Coding Fotm �

.LOC ICODI KEY COMMeNTs I..OC COOl! KEY COMM� LOC toDE KEY 'COMMENTS

0 43 BCL ,. 16 !A' F(r1) 11 ,. ,

10 4 4 ICL 8 ,. 76 Lit 11 7S -

0 42 S1:O ��} 5 39 OJ8 11 1 1
0 7 7 5 42 S1:O 11 75

:'t J0 42 S1:O 5 8 8
.
Stor•• Q(r1 11 32 t-19

0 8 8 6' 43 BCL 11 43 BCL
0 43 act. 6 51 7

3(1'2) 11 9 9- J(
0 9 9 act. J( 6 23 LN 11 22 uv '""
0 85 + (Count.r) 6 42 S1:O ..._ 11 77 �t � IF(K(19)
0 1 1 6 7 7 ·11 0 0 I GO � 0
1 95 - K+l 6 43 BCL 12 0 0

1
1 42 81:0 6 5 S 12 0 0
1 9- 9- 6 22 DIV

.

12 95 •

1 66 lilue DiSplay K+J 6 44 Sill 12 42 S1:O
1 . 49 lID 6 7 7 12 9 9 K-Q
1 7 7 l:'2-(K+l)S 7 43 act. 12 5 S
1 .75 - 7 6 6 � IJI(r.,Hfx 12 85 1+ 10000

. 1 1 1 7 22 DIV ( (/"x 12 , S I
IncIicatina

1 9S - K 7 49 PI,D 12 95 -2 End of
1 49 Pal) 7 7 7 12 33 x2 It.uu for
2 a 8 7 43 act. 13 33 :It cbae:
2 43 act. 7 7 7 13 91 P.!s Pi.cributicll
2 8 8 rl-U 7 16 A' F(r2) 13 76 LlL ...

2 9S • 7 22

�}
13 13 C I Stor...

2 87 IF n.c
•

IF EXP. 7 44 13 42 S1:O Int.nal
2 2 2 roi.ta•. 8 8 ![rll� 1'; 13 4 4 Width
2 24 e! C01:Oe! 8 43 13 91 P.!S .

2 32 xlc • 8 8 1(1)-1(1'2
. 13 76 LI1. Stor••

2 0 0 8 76 LlL 13 15 I ax

2 9S • 8 29 cit 13 42 S1:O
3 22 DIV 11'( io() 8 66

.-} Dupuy 14 S S
3 67 Pt 1'( 1)-1.0 8 66 l*," 14 91 lIs
3 38 sm 8 . 66 Paus. r[ 1 U5 14 76 LBL
3 1 1 8 66 Paue 14 14 D Stor••
3 9S • 8 43 act. 14 42 51:0 rx
3 61 GtO 9 10 10 14 6 6
3 39 COS 9 95 • 'l/).. 14 91 P.!s
3 76 I.IL 9 49 Pal) 14 76 LlL

�3 38 :i'e
9- 8 8 (lIA.) (PCl) 14 17 B' Store.

3 32 �
9- 43 act. 14 42 S"tO �/la

4 23 LN tN (1'1) 9 9 9 It 15 10 !
4 42 S1:O ... 9 85 + IS 91 lIs j4 8 8 9. S S 15 76 LBL
4 43 leI. 9 8S + is 16 A' SBI
4 S 5 � IJI(r,\_ 9- 5 5 15 36 .GII I

�
To

4 22 DIV tTx 10 9S • K+I0 IS 14 14 calculate
4 44 Slit 10. 42 S1:O 15 11 �
4 8 8 10 0 0 JO-IC+I0 15 36 PGM Q(X)
4 43 lCL 10 43 act. 15 14 14
4 6 6 10 8 8

• p[ ] 15 " I·w
5 22 INV '10 74 STJM IND- MEAGEDCOOES
5 4' Pal) 10 0 0 f1(k+lO)· 82111_

.

72 J!!I! .. 83...
S 8 8 10 0 0

• a(lt+lO)+Pt�
83 .. III 73!ii iii "'EI_
"'111111 14'�. ga.e_

S 43 leI. 10 4 4
TEXAS INSTRUM£N.TS5 8 8 10 55 � ...c .Mt�"'.". U

)



ANAtnICAL CONSTRUCTION
TITLE ot nrrDlWP'rIOR DUBATtOlf

PROGRAMMER MUAXd iaj<:zypski

LOC CODE KEY COMMeNfS LOC COOl KEY COMMeNTS LOC cODE KEY COMMeNTS

16 .92 . IHV SBIt
16 76 LBT. .�

16 24 CE
...

16 42 no
16 8 8

16 43 lCL
1.6 5 5
16 35 lIx
16 95 • SBIl
16 94 +1-

�
To

17 49 PlJ) Calc:ulate
17 8 8

'[r1� �rj17 49 PlU)
17 7 7
11 43 act For

17 8 8 bpoQenti<
17 22 INV II

17 23 LN
17 4.2 no
17 8 8
18 43 RCL
18 7 7
18 22 !NV

18 23 LN
18 22 !NV .

18 44 SUM
18 8 8
18 43 lCL �

18 8 8
18 61 GTO
19 29 cr

..

MeRGEOCooeS
ea._ 12m. 83!!!!1.
83.._ ng_ 84._
84 .. _ 74�" u;j!!j iit!!i

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
IN'·O.....,.A'to
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